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Central Exclusive Production
Central Exclusive Production (CEP) - what is it?

Selecting semi-exclusive production
• Key point: quark/gluon-initiated production leads to colour flow between 

protons        these break up + significant amount of additional particles 
present in detector (‘underlying event’).
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• For photon-initiated production no longer 
the case: dominant contribution to such 
topologies.
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• Strict definition (‘exclusive’):

hh ! h + X + h

interaction where only      is produced and outgoing hadrons remain intact.

• Less strict definition (semi-exclusive):
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hh ! h(h⇤) + X + h(h⇤)

interaction where only       is produced centrally, with no colour flow between 
outgoing hadron systems and      - intact hadrons and/or rapidity gaps.

• Both rather unique topologies, and of phenomenological interest.
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What can generate CEP?
• Generated by t-channel exchange with no colour flow - can occur in pure 
QED and QCD interaction:

• Combination of these leads to three principle classes of process:

QCD-inducedPhoton-inducedFig. 5.31: Di-photon exclusive Standard Model production via QCD (left) and photon induced (right)
processes at the lowest order of pertubation theory.

whereas the photon induced ones (QED processes) dominate at higher diphoton masses [176]. It is
very important to notice that the W loop contribution dominates at high diphoton masses [174, 175, 177]
whereas this contribution is omitted in most studies. This is the first time that we put all terms inside a
MC generator, FPMC [179].

6.1.2 Standard Model WW and ZZ prduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the couplings of fermions and gauge bosons are con-
strained by the gauge symmetries of the Lagrangian. The measurement of W and Z boson pair pro-
ductions via the exchange of two photons allows to provide directly stringent tests of one of the most
important and least understood mechanism in particle physics, namely the electroweak symmetry break-
ing.

The process that we study is the W pair production induced by the exchange of two photons [178].
It is a pure QED process in which the decay products of the W bosons are measured in the central detector
and the scattered protons leave intact in the beam pipe at very small angles and are detected in AFP or
CT-PPS. All these processes as well as theb different diffractive backgrounds were implemented in the
FPMC Monte Carlo [179].

After simple cuts to select exclusive W pairs decaying into leptons, such as a cut on the proton
momentum loss of the proton (0.0015 < x < 0.15) — we assume the protons to be tagged in AFP or
CT-PPS at 210 and 420 m — on the transverse momentum of the leading and second leading leptons at
25 and 10 GeV respectively, on Emiss

T > 20 GeV, Df > 2.7 between leading leptons, and 160 <W < 500
GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors, the background is found to be less
than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events [178].

6.2 Triple anomalous gauge couplings
In Ref. [180], we also studied the sensitivity to triple gauge anomalous couplings at the LHC. The
Lagrangian including anomalous triple gauge couplings l g and Dkg is the following

L ⇠ (W †
µnW µAn �WµnW †µAn)

+(1+Dkg)W †
µWnAµn +

l g

M2
W

W †
rµW µ

nAnr). (5.27)

The strategy is the same as for the SM coupling studies: we first implement this lagrangian in FPMC [179]
and we select the signal events when the Z and W bosons decay into leptons. The difference is that the
signal appears at high mass for l g and Dkg only modifies the normalization and the low mass events
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Fig. 5.10: Invariant mass of the J/yJ/y system in (left) exclusive and (right) inclusive events. The
shaded area is the theoretical prediction of Ref. [26]

3 Future measurement at low/medium luminosity: motivation
3.1 Photon–induced processes
3.1.1 Diffractive photoproduction g p !V p

Q

Q̄

F(x,) = @G(x,)/@ log 2

(1� z,�~k?)

(z,~k?)
 V (z, k?)
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Fig. 5.11: Diagrams representing the exclusive diffractive g p !V p amplitude.

Two largely equivalent approaches to exclusive diffractive production of a vector meson of mass
MV at g p cms energy W , applicable at small values of x = M2

V/W 2, are the color-dipole approach and the
kT -factorization.

Within the color-dipole framework, the forward diffractive amplitude shown in Fig. 6.8 takes the
form

¡mA(g⇤(Q2)p !V p;W, t = 0) =
Z 1

0
dz

Z
d2r yV (z,r)yg⇤(z,r,Q2)s(x,r) , (5.3)

where x = M2
V/W 2, yV and yg are the light-cone wave functions for the quark-antiquark Fock states of

the vector meson and photon respectively. The qq̄ separation r is conserved during the interaction (and so
are the longitudinal momentum fractions z,1� z carried by q and q̄). Color dipoles of size r are diagonal
states of the S-matrix and interact with the proton with the cross section

s(x,r) =
4p
3

aS

Z d2k
k4

∂xg(x,k2)

∂ log(k2)

h
1� exp(ikr)

i
, (5.4)

which in turn is related to the transverse-momentum dependent (or unintegrated) gluon distribution (see
Ref. [35] and references therein). Let us try to understand the behaviour of the amplitude A salient
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C-even, couples to gluons
C-even, Couples to photons

C-odd, couples to photons + gluons

1 Introduction

The use of diffractive processes to study the Standard Model (SM) and New Physics at the
LHC has only been fully appreciated within the last few years; see, for example [1, 2, 3, 4], or
the recent reviews [5, 6, 7], and references therein. By detecting protons that have lost only

about 1-3% of their longitudinal momentum [8, 9], a rich QCD, electroweak, Higgs and BSM
programme becomes accessible experimentally, with the potential to study phenomena which

are unique to the LHC, and difficult even at a future linear collider. Particularly interesting
are the so-called central exclusive production (CEP) processes which provide an extremely

favourable environment to search for, and identify the nature of, new particles at the LHC. The
first that comes to mind are the Higgs bosons, but there is also a potentially rich, more exotic,
physics menu including (light) gluino and squark production, searches for extra dimensions,

gluinonia, radions, and indeed any new object which has 0++ (or 2++) quantum numbers and
couples strongly to gluons, see for instance [2, 10, 11]. By “central exclusive” we mean a process

of the type pp → p +X + p, where the + signs denote the absence of hadronic activity (that
is, the presence of rapidity gaps) between the outgoing protons and the decay products of the
centrally produced system X . The basic mechanism driving the process is shown in Fig. 1.

There are several reasons why CEP is especially attractive for searches for new heavy objects.
First, if the outgoing protons remain intact and scatter through small angles then, to a very

good approximation, the primary active di-gluon system obeys a Jz = 0, C-even, P-even,
selection rule [12]. Here Jz is the projection of the total angular momentum along the proton
beam axis. This selection rule readily permits a clean determination of the quantum numbers

of the observed new (for example, Higgs-like) resonance, when the dominant production is a
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive, the energy loss of the outgoing protons

is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a potentially excellent mass
resolution, irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally produced system. Thirdly, in many

topical cases, in particular, for Higgs boson production, a signal-to-background ratio of order
1 (or even better) is achievable [3, 11], [13]-[18]. In particular, due to Jz = 0 selection, leading-
order QCD bb̄ production is suppressed by a factor (mb/ET )2, where ET is the transverse energy

of the b, b̄ jets. Therefore, for a low mass Higgs, MH
<
∼ 150 GeV, there is a possibility to observe

Figure 1: The basic mechanism for the exclusive process pp → p + X + p. The system X is

produced by the fusion of two active gluons, with a screening gluon exchanged to neutralize
the colour.
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Why is it interesting?
• In a nutshell, the ‘clean’ signature places useful constraints on production 
mechanism and backgrounds.

★ Photon-induced. QCD interactions between hadrons 
can be largely ignored, i.e. ~ pure QED production
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gives increased sensitivity to EW couplings of SM 
particles and BSM in both pp and heavy ions.

★ QCD-induced. Event topology leads 
to quantum number (.             ) 
selection rule for produced state. 
Tests QCD in distinct regime.

Fig. 5.31: Di-photon exclusive Standard Model production via QCD (left) and photon induced (right)
processes at the lowest order of pertubation theory.

whereas the photon induced ones (QED processes) dominate at higher diphoton masses [176]. It is
very important to notice that the W loop contribution dominates at high diphoton masses [174, 175, 177]
whereas this contribution is omitted in most studies. This is the first time that we put all terms inside a
MC generator, FPMC [179].

6.1.2 Standard Model WW and ZZ prduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the couplings of fermions and gauge bosons are con-
strained by the gauge symmetries of the Lagrangian. The measurement of W and Z boson pair pro-
ductions via the exchange of two photons allows to provide directly stringent tests of one of the most
important and least understood mechanism in particle physics, namely the electroweak symmetry break-
ing.

The process that we study is the W pair production induced by the exchange of two photons [178].
It is a pure QED process in which the decay products of the W bosons are measured in the central detector
and the scattered protons leave intact in the beam pipe at very small angles and are detected in AFP or
CT-PPS. All these processes as well as theb different diffractive backgrounds were implemented in the
FPMC Monte Carlo [179].

After simple cuts to select exclusive W pairs decaying into leptons, such as a cut on the proton
momentum loss of the proton (0.0015 < x < 0.15) — we assume the protons to be tagged in AFP or
CT-PPS at 210 and 420 m — on the transverse momentum of the leading and second leading leptons at
25 and 10 GeV respectively, on Emiss

T > 20 GeV, Df > 2.7 between leading leptons, and 160 <W < 500
GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors, the background is found to be less
than 1.7 event for 30 fb�1 for a SM signal of 51 events [178].

6.2 Triple anomalous gauge couplings
In Ref. [180], we also studied the sensitivity to triple gauge anomalous couplings at the LHC. The
Lagrangian including anomalous triple gauge couplings l g and Dkg is the following

L ⇠ (W †
µnW µAn �WµnW †µAn)

+(1+Dkg)W †
µWnAµn +

l g

M2
W

W †
rµW µ

nAnr). (5.27)

The strategy is the same as for the SM coupling studies: we first implement this lagrangian in FPMC [179]
and we select the signal events when the Z and W bosons decay into leptons. The difference is that the
signal appears at high mass for l g and Dkg only modifies the normalization and the low mass events
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z = 0+

• In this talk will mainly focus on QCD-related elements, but not to forget 
significant results and potential for BSM searches.
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Proton Tagging
• Outgoing intact protons can be detected in forward proton taggers. Situation 
~200m from ATLAS and CMS IPs. Slide in (and out) close to the beam line.

Exclusive diphoton production with intact protons

Search for exclusive diphoton production with intact protons detected in the 
TOTEM detector
• Data collected in 2016, IntL = 9.6 fb-1, will extend to the total 110 fb-1 of 

Run 2
• Addressing high mass,  M!! > 350 GeV
• Extension of SM Lagrangian with 8-dim term of 4-photon interaction:

CMS PAS EXO-18-014 
TOTEM NOTE 2020-003

No events observed when requiring matching between the mass and 
rapidity extracted from photons and protons.
Upper limits at 95% CL on the 4-photon anomalous quartic couplings:

Elastic selection: 1-!"|/# <0.005
266 events

with
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Observation of proton scattering in association with lepton pairs   

•  Forward scattering of incident protons is a hallmark prediction of photon fusion 
 
•  Measured in ATLAS Forward Proton spectrometer (AFP)  

 

σfid (ee+p)  = 11.0 ± 2.6 (stat) ± 1.2 (syst) ± 0.3 (lumi)  fb 
σfid (µµ+p)  =   7.2 ± 1.6 (stat) ± 0.9 (syst) ± 0.2 (lumi)  fb 
 
Obs. significance: well above 5σ for both (ee) and (µµ)  

Good agreement with SM expectations 

ATLAS-CONF-2020-041  AFP data recorded 2017 at high µ  

Fractional proton energy  
loss from scattered proton   

Fractional proton energy  
loss from lepton kinematics  

First cross-section measurement using proton-tagging 
in photon-fusion processes at the LHC 

AFP CT-PPS
• Allows CEP to be selected. Reconstructed proton momenta - key event info.
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• Data collected in 2016, IntL = 9.6 fb-1, will extend to the total 110 fb-1 of 

Run 2
• Addressing high mass,  M!! > 350 GeV
• Extension of SM Lagrangian with 8-dim term of 4-photon interaction:

CMS PAS EXO-18-014 
TOTEM NOTE 2020-003

No events observed when requiring matching between the mass and 
rapidity extracted from photons and protons.
Upper limits at 95% CL on the 4-photon anomalous quartic couplings:

Elastic selection: 1-!"|/# <0.005
266 events

with
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• Many analyses published and data being collected.
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• During nominal LHC running can have multiple proton hits due to 
unassociated pile-up interactions.

• Not a show-stopper. Proton arrival time can be measured and matched to 
central vertex position.

• Allows proton tagger to operate in high pile-up conditions.
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• Proton taggers not essential for selecting 
dominantly exclusive production: requiring 
vertices to be isolated kills inclusive production.

l+l�
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CEP and Tagged Protons
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Figure 4: Distribution (in arbitrary units) within the perturbative framework of the difference in
azimuthal angle of the outgoing protons for the CEP of different JP cc states at

√
s = 14 TeV and

rapidity yX = 0. The solid (dotted) line shows the distribution including (excluding) the survival
factor, calculated using the two channel eikonal model of Ref. [73], while the dashed line shows the
distribution in the small p⊥ limit, using the vertices of Eqs. (3.20–3.22) and excluding the survival
factor.

the outgoing proton momenta, which alter the φ distributions. Recalling that the survival

probability is a function of φ as well as p⊥ (through its dependence on the impact parameter

b), this may well have a non-trivial effect on the overall p⊥ averaged suppression factor

〈S2
eik〉 which determines the final cross section. As an example of this we compare in Table 1

the value of the eikonal survival factor found by fitting the proton p⊥ distribution with an

effective slope beff , with the result of the exact evaluation of (3.14), which includes the φ

correlations present in Fig. 4, for χc/ηc CEP at the Tevatron.6 While the values show an

encouraging level of agreement (to within ∼ 10 − 20%), there is some difference between

them, which is not surprising given the φ dependence of the cross section which fitting with

beff omits. Moreover, in the case of χ2 production, for which we recall we cannot write an

approximate closed form expression for the gg → χ vertex as in Eqs. (3.20–3.22), the only

way to give a truly reliable estimate for the survival factor is by performing the integration

of (3.14) exactly.7 Table 2 lists the p⊥ averaged survival factors, calculated using (3.14), for

6We note that these values are lower than those quoted in [5], where the whole calculation was performed
at

√
s = 60 GeV to minimise PDF uncertainties, whereas we now fit the p⊥ distributions and calculate the

survival factors at the relevant collider energy, continuing to normalise relative to the χ0 cross section for
p⊥ = 0, calculated assuming a Regge extrapolation from the

√
s = 60 GeV value. While the survival factor

decreases, the ‘bare’ cross section increases and the final predicted cross section is largely unchanged, but
this procedure will give a more correct evaluation of the particle distributions.

7In Ref. [5] we assumed |V2|2 ∼ p21⊥p22⊥ to calculate S2
eik using the beff approximation. However, this

assumption of a flat φ distribution is not really valid and in fact overestimates the expected soft suppression
by a factor of ∼ 2.

– 14 –

• For different object spin-parities, expect distinct distributions in the 
azimuthal angle    between the outgoing proton      vectors.

! Additional handle for spin-parity analysis.

�
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1 Introduction

The use of diffractive processes to study the Standard Model (SM) and New Physics at the
LHC has only been fully appreciated within the last few years; see, for example [1, 2, 3, 4], or
the recent reviews [5, 6, 7], and references therein. By detecting protons that have lost only

about 1-3% of their longitudinal momentum [8, 9], a rich QCD, electroweak, Higgs and BSM
programme becomes accessible experimentally, with the potential to study phenomena which

are unique to the LHC, and difficult even at a future linear collider. Particularly interesting
are the so-called central exclusive production (CEP) processes which provide an extremely

favourable environment to search for, and identify the nature of, new particles at the LHC. The
first that comes to mind are the Higgs bosons, but there is also a potentially rich, more exotic,
physics menu including (light) gluino and squark production, searches for extra dimensions,

gluinonia, radions, and indeed any new object which has 0++ (or 2++) quantum numbers and
couples strongly to gluons, see for instance [2, 10, 11]. By “central exclusive” we mean a process

of the type pp → p +X + p, where the + signs denote the absence of hadronic activity (that
is, the presence of rapidity gaps) between the outgoing protons and the decay products of the
centrally produced system X . The basic mechanism driving the process is shown in Fig. 1.

There are several reasons why CEP is especially attractive for searches for new heavy objects.
First, if the outgoing protons remain intact and scatter through small angles then, to a very

good approximation, the primary active di-gluon system obeys a Jz = 0, C-even, P-even,
selection rule [12]. Here Jz is the projection of the total angular momentum along the proton
beam axis. This selection rule readily permits a clean determination of the quantum numbers

of the observed new (for example, Higgs-like) resonance, when the dominant production is a
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive, the energy loss of the outgoing protons

is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a potentially excellent mass
resolution, irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally produced system. Thirdly, in many

topical cases, in particular, for Higgs boson production, a signal-to-background ratio of order
1 (or even better) is achievable [3, 11], [13]-[18]. In particular, due to Jz = 0 selection, leading-
order QCD bb̄ production is suppressed by a factor (mb/ET )2, where ET is the transverse energy

of the b, b̄ jets. Therefore, for a low mass Higgs, MH
<
∼ 150 GeV, there is a possibility to observe

Figure 1: The basic mechanism for the exclusive process pp → p + X + p. The system X is

produced by the fusion of two active gluons, with a screening gluon exchanged to neutralize
the colour.
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• In addition ‘missing mass’ of system        can be reconstructed from protons.
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• Dominant mechanism for states that couple via strong interaction. How do 
we model it? Answer depends on scale of production:

‣ For sufficiently large scale (~ object 
mass        ), apply perturbative 
‘Durham’ model. 

‣ Mediated via colour-singlet      
exchange.

MX

‣ At lower scales (~ object mass       ) 
pQCD description will break down.

‣ Diffractive, so can apply well 
established tools of Regge theory        
Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE).

MX

1.3. Regge theory 29

2

1

2

1

X

ξ2

ξ1

β1(t1)

β2(t2)

Figure 1.9: Double Pomeron exchange diagram for the production of a particle or system of
particles X, of mass MX .

quite a successful description of all such soft diffractive reactions.

Finally, we can consider the ‘double Pomeron exchange’ (DPE) diagram shown in

Fig. 1.9, where now both hadrons ‘emit’ a Pomeron and these ‘fuse’ to form some particle

(or system of particles) X. In this case either or both protons can dissociate, although we

will be concerned with the case where both protons remain intact: this then corresponds

to the CEP process which is the subject of this thesis. The study of DPE has a long

history, which we do not describe here– we refer the reader to [49] for a comprehensive

review. We can write the amplitude for the process AB → A + X + B in the factorized

form

M = A(s1, t1)A(s2, t2)M(IPIP → X) , (1.53)

whereM(IPIP → X) is the amplitude for the two fusing Pomerons to create the object

X. A(si, ti) gives the amplitude for Pomeron exchange between the proton i and the

object X, that is the pX elastic scattering amplitude, see (1.51),

A(si, tt) = β(ti)

µ
si

s0

∂αIP (t)

, (1.54)

where si = (p�
i
+pX)2, and the IPX coupling is included in the definition ofM(IPIP → X).

The overall structure of the DPE mechanism shown in Fig. 1.9 is somewhat reminiscent

of the standard inclusive hadron–hadron collision process pp→ X+... shown in Fig. 1.5. In

this case, as described in sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, provided the produced object invariant

mass MX is high enough, then the smallness of the strong coupling αS(M2
X

) and the

QCD-induced CEP

• Nature of the DPE to pQCD transition is open question.

gg
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1 Introduction

The use of diffractive processes to study the Standard Model (SM) and New Physics at the
LHC has only been fully appreciated within the last few years; see, for example [1, 2, 3, 4], or
the recent reviews [5, 6, 7], and references therein. By detecting protons that have lost only

about 1-3% of their longitudinal momentum [8, 9], a rich QCD, electroweak, Higgs and BSM
programme becomes accessible experimentally, with the potential to study phenomena which

are unique to the LHC, and difficult even at a future linear collider. Particularly interesting
are the so-called central exclusive production (CEP) processes which provide an extremely

favourable environment to search for, and identify the nature of, new particles at the LHC. The
first that comes to mind are the Higgs bosons, but there is also a potentially rich, more exotic,
physics menu including (light) gluino and squark production, searches for extra dimensions,

gluinonia, radions, and indeed any new object which has 0++ (or 2++) quantum numbers and
couples strongly to gluons, see for instance [2, 10, 11]. By “central exclusive” we mean a process

of the type pp → p +X + p, where the + signs denote the absence of hadronic activity (that
is, the presence of rapidity gaps) between the outgoing protons and the decay products of the
centrally produced system X . The basic mechanism driving the process is shown in Fig. 1.

There are several reasons why CEP is especially attractive for searches for new heavy objects.
First, if the outgoing protons remain intact and scatter through small angles then, to a very

good approximation, the primary active di-gluon system obeys a Jz = 0, C-even, P-even,
selection rule [12]. Here Jz is the projection of the total angular momentum along the proton
beam axis. This selection rule readily permits a clean determination of the quantum numbers

of the observed new (for example, Higgs-like) resonance, when the dominant production is a
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive, the energy loss of the outgoing protons

is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a potentially excellent mass
resolution, irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally produced system. Thirdly, in many

topical cases, in particular, for Higgs boson production, a signal-to-background ratio of order
1 (or even better) is achievable [3, 11], [13]-[18]. In particular, due to Jz = 0 selection, leading-
order QCD bb̄ production is suppressed by a factor (mb/ET )2, where ET is the transverse energy

of the b, b̄ jets. Therefore, for a low mass Higgs, MH
<
∼ 150 GeV, there is a possibility to observe

Figure 1: The basic mechanism for the exclusive process pp → p + X + p. The system X is

produced by the fusion of two active gluons, with a screening gluon exchanged to neutralize
the colour.
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Durham Model
• Long established, remains ‘the’ model of high scale QCD-induced CEP. In 
brief, cross section given in terms of:

★ Generalised gluon PDFs         - relatable 
to collinear gluon for CEP kinematics.

★ Sudakov factors                     - 
probability of no gluon emission.

particle momenta, and so such an averaging will omit the influence this can have on the
predicted distributions as well as only providing an approximate estimate of the (process–
dependent) overall suppression.

With these considerations in mind, we present in this paper results of the new SuperChic
2 MC generator. This contains a range of theoretical improvements compared to the previ-
ous version, most significantly including a fully differential treatment of the survival factor,
maintaining the explicit dependence of this on the particle momenta in all cases. As well
as the processes generated in the original MC, exclusive 2 and 3 jet, quarkonia (J/ψ and
ψ(2S)) pair, SM Higgs boson production and the photoproduction of ρ and φ mesons are
now implemented. In addition, the two–photon production of γγ, W+W− and lepton pairs
are included; this is the first MC implementation of such photon–induces processes which
includes a complete treatment of soft survival effects. The case of a e+e− initial state is also
implemented for these processes.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarise the theoretical ingredi-
ents of the Durham model of QCD–mediated CEP, and describe how the soft survival factor
can be included differentially in theoretical predictions and in a MC. In Section 3 we describe
the theory of photon–induced processes, again providing details of how a full treatment of
the survival factor can be achieved. In Sections 4.1 to 4.4 we present results of this MC for
a range of processes: exclusive 2 and 3 jet production in Section 4.1; exclusive vector meson
photoproduction in Section 4.2; two–photon induced W+W− and lepton pair production in
Section 4.3; heavy χc,b quarkonia production in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5 a summary is
presented of all processes that are generated, including some motivation for specific measure-
ments that may be performed at the LHC. In Section 5 we briefly describe the SuperChic 2
MC and its public availability. Finally, in Section 6 we present a summary and outlook.

2 QCD processes

2.1 Basic formalism

CEP processes that proceed purely by the strong interaction can be described by the ‘Durham’
model, a pQCD–based approach that may be applied when the object mass MX is sufficiently
high, see [1, 3, 24] for reviews. The formalism used to calculate the perturbative CEP cross
section is explained in detail elsewhere [1, 6, 25–29] and we will only present a very brief
summary here. The perturbative CEP amplitude, corresponding to the diagram shown in
Fig. 1, can be written as

T = π2

∫

d2Q⊥ M
Q2

⊥(Q⊥ − p1⊥)
2(Q⊥ + p2⊥)

2
fg(x1, x

′
1, Q

2
1, µ

2
F ; t1)fg(x2, x

′
2, Q

2
2, µ

2
F ; t2) , (1)

where Q⊥ is the transverse momentum in the gluon loop, with the scale Q2
i = Q2

⊥ in the
forward proton limit (see e.g. [6] for a prescription away from this limit), and M is the

3
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Figure 1: The perturbative mechanism for the QCD–induced exclusive process pp → p +
X + p, with the eikonal and enhanced survival factors shown symbolically.

colour–averaged, normalised sub–amplitude for the gg → X process

M ≡
2

M2
X

1

N2
C − 1

∑

a,b

δabqµ1⊥q
ν
2⊥
V ab
µν . (2)

Here a and b are colour indices, MX is the central object mass, V ab
µν is the gg → X vertex,

qi⊥ are the transverse momenta of the incoming gluons, and ti is the squared momentum
transfer to the outgoing protons. The fg’s in (1) are the skewed unintegrated gluon densities
of the proton. These correspond to the distribution of gluons in transverse momentum Q⊥,
which are evolved in energy up to the hard scale µF , such that they are accompanied by
no additional radiation, as is essential for exclusive production. While the gluon momentum
fractions xi are set by the mass and rapidity of the final state, the fractions xi

′ carried by
the screening gluon must in general be integrated over at the amplitude level. However, for
the dominant imaginary part of the amplitude we have x′ $ x, and it can be shown that the
fg’s may be simply written as

fg(x, x
′, Q2

⊥, µ
2
F ) =

∂

∂ ln(Q2
⊥)

[

Hg

(x

2
,
x

2
;Q2

⊥

)

√

Tg(Q⊥, µ2
F )

]

, (3)

where Hg is the generalised gluon PDF [30], which for CEP kinematics can be related to
the conventional PDFs [29, 31]. The Tg in (3) is a Sudakov factor, which corresponds to the
probability of no extra parton emission from each fusing gluon.

We can decompose (2) in terms of on–shell helicity amplitudes, neglecting small off–shell
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★ `Survival factor’ probability of no soft proton-proton interactions (no MPI).

★                    amplitudes, but dominantly only for                                .
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gg ! X
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g(±)g(±) ! X
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Where do we stand?
• Involves production of strongly interacting particles - experimentally more 
challenging. But range of data taken at LHC and Tevatron before it.

18
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FIG. 15: Dijet mass fraction for IDPE data (points)
and for pomwig generated events (dashed histogram) com-
posed of pomwig DPE plus SD and ND background
events, and for ExHuME generated exclusive dijet events
(shaded histograms). The solid histogram is the sum of
pomwig⊕ExHuME events. Plot (a) shows distributions for
event sample B, and plot (b) for event sample A. The events
plotted pass all other selection cuts. The MC events are nor-
malized using the results of the fits shown in Fig. 14 (a),
scaled according to the actual number of events that pass the
ηjet-cut requirement.

B. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainty in the exclusive fraction re-
ceives contributions from uncertainties in the jet energy
scale, unclustered calorimeter energy determination, jet
trigger efficiency, jet ET smearing, non-DPE background,
RPS acceptance, luminosity determination, knowledge of
the diffractive structure function, statistics of MC event
samples, underlying event determination, and the mod-
eling of the underlying event.
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FIG. 16: Dijet mass fraction for IDPE data (points) and best
fit (solid histogram) to the data obtained from a combination
of pomwig events (dashed histogram) composed of pomwig

DPE plus SD and ND background events, and exclusive dijet
MC events (shaded histogram) generated using (a) ExclDPE

or (b) ExHuME. The data and the MC events are from sam-
ple A and are required to pass all other selection cuts.

1. Jet energy scale

The uncertainty in Ejet
T associated with the jet en-

ergy scale (JES) is evaluated by varying the uncertainties
on the relative and absolute energy scale corrections by
±1σ in estimating the efficiency for triggering on a single
calorimeter tower of ET > 5 GeV, while simultaneously
monitoring the number of jets with Ejet

T above the de-

sired threshold. Due to the steeply falling Ejet
T spectrum,

the change in trigger efficiency increases with decreasing
Ejet

T from −26
+34 % for 10 < Ejet

T < 15 GeV to −11
+11 % for

25 < Ejet
T < 35 GeV, resulting in a variation of the num-

ber of IDPE dijet events accepted of ±21 % (+32
−27 %) for

Ejet2
T > 10 GeV (Ejet2

T > 25 GeV). This is the dominant
uncertainty in both the inclusive and exclusive dijet cross
section measurements

• Broadly consistent with Durham model approach.

• At LHC so far experimental results have focussed on lower mass objects, but 
high mass region also has great potential…

LHCb, J.Phys.G 41 (2014) 11, 115002 
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Figure 3: Invariant mass of the four-muon system in (left) J/ J/ and (right) J/  (2S) events.

Requiring that one of the masses is within �200MeV and +65MeV of the known J/ or
 (2S) mass [28], the invariant mass of the other two tracks is shown in the right plot of
Fig. 2. Clear signals are observed about the J/ and  (2S) masses and candidates within
�200MeV and +65MeV of their masses are selected. There are 37 J/ J/ candidates,
5 J/  (2S) candidates, and no  (2S) (2S) candidates. Although it is not explicitly
required in the selection, all candidates are consistent with originating from a single vertex.
The invariant mass distributions of the four-muon system in J/ J/ and J/  (2S) events
are shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the J/ J/ mass distribution is consistent with that
observed in the inclusive analysis [8].

The events selected here are produced through a di↵erent production mechanism than
those selected in the inclusive analysis of J/ pairs, as can be appreciated by examining the
charged multiplicity distributions. The inclusive signal has an average multiplicity of 190
reconstructed tracks, with only 2 (0.2)% of events having multiplicities below 50 (20). In
contrast, Fig. 4 shows the number of tracks, in triggered events with a low SPD multiplicity,
for the selection of exclusive J/ J/ events when the requirements on no additional activity
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Figure 4: Number of tracks passing the J/ J/ exclusive selection after having removed the
requirement that there be no additional charged tracks or photons. The shaded histogram is the
expected feed-down from exclusive J/  (2S) events.
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required in the selection, all candidates are consistent with originating from a single vertex.
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are shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the J/ J/ mass distribution is consistent with that
observed in the inclusive analysis [8].
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charged multiplicity distributions. The inclusive signal has an average multiplicity of 190
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requirement that there be no additional charged tracks or photons. The shaded histogram is the
expected feed-down from exclusive J/  (2S) events.
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CDF, Phys.Rev.D 77 (2008) 052004 
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Exclusive Jets

• Precisely defined CEP mechanism       colour singlet      initial-state with 
certain  (               ) helicity configurations (             ). In CEP:

!
Jz = 0++ /��

13

gg

gg ! qq : Vanishes for massless quarks - suppressed as                   ⇠ m2
q/M

2
jj

gg ! gg : Unsuppressed        gluon dominated jets.!
• Possibility to study dominantly isolated       jet production at LHC.gg

W�

gg

p.s.
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.
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Figure 3: Differential cross sections (in arbitrary units) for 5–gluon scattering at tree–level,
with respect to: (left) the absolute value of the gluon rapidity |yi,j|, with the cut ∆φij <
10◦ and cosh∆ij > 4 imposed; (right) The azimuthal angular separation ∆φij , for gluon
pairings passing the cut 0.9 < Aij < 1.1, where Aij is defined in (45). Plots are shown for
colour–singlet initial–state gluons, the inclusive colour averaged/summed case, and with the
final–state particles distributed according to phase space. The integrated cross sections are
normalized to each other in the region of each plot.

zero conditions (22, 23), is evident. Again, the behaviour of the inclusive and phase–space
only distributions is completely different, with no such tendency to strongly disfavour lower
|∆φij| values.

Finally, it should be emphasised that the 5–gluon colour–singlet amplitude is the relevant
object in the case of central exclusive trijet production, as discussed in the introduction,
and as such these zeros represent physical observables in this process. However, for other
specific colour choices, such as those taken for demonstration in Fig. 1 (right), the configura-
tion has no observable relevance; in the inclusive cross section, it is the squared amplitude,
summed/average over all colours, which contributes. It is therefore worth considering briefly
whether these planar zeros manifest themselves in this inclusive cross section. As the form
of the zero curves (and indeed whether any solution to (27) exists at all) shown in Fig. 1
depends strongly on the colour configuration, it is immediately apparent that no exact zero
will remain in the inclusive cross section; however, it is at least in principle possible that a
radiation dip structure may remain. The simple form of (27) allows a relatively straightfor-
ward expressions to be written down for these when the partons are in a planar configuration:
these are given in Appendix C for the representative 5–gluon and qq → ggg processes. Al-
though the form of these cross sections do not completely rule out such a dip structure, no
clear evidence of this is found.

15

dip

LHL, JHEP 1505 (2015) 146

• For 3 jet production - ‘radiation 
zeros’ appear. Only possible for 
colour-singlet      initial-state. Seen in 
e.g.         production, but never in pure 
QCD (yet).



Exclusive Higgs

• Signal with a long history - first motivation of Durham model and initial 
experimental efforts.

• Original motivation:  

• Now already established, but nonetheless represents a unique Higgs 
production channel - worth pursuing in its own right.

• Not to forget: other hints of BSM resonances in mass region.

★                  favourable as QCD BG suppressed.

★ Measure CP properties via proton correlations.

<latexit sha1_base64="NhDdvu7Wycjnt4IdhrQrG6K3v0w=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBVUnE17LgxmUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMRAih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2iy09cDA4dxz79x7goQzpR3n26qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9uFRV8WpJLRDYh7LfoAV5UzQjmaa034iKY4CTnvB9Lao9x6pVCwWDzpLqB/hsWAhI1gbaWjXJ8jTMQq82LiKIXkwG9oNp+nMgVaJW5IGlGgP7S9vFJM0okITjpUauE6i/RxLzQins5qXKppgMsVjOjBU4IgqP58vP0OnRhmhMJbmCY3m6u+OHEdKZVFgnBHWE7VcK8T/aoNUhzd+zkSSairI4qMw5cicWySBRkxSonlmCCaSmV0RmWCJiTZ51UwI7vLJq6R73nSvmpf3F41Wq4yjCsdwAmfgwjW04A7a0AECGTzDK7xZT9aL9W59LKwVq+ypwx9Ynz+1GJTU</latexit>

h ! bb

• LHC proton taggers do not have acceptance for SM Higgs with two tagged 
protons, but possibility for new detectors (~ 400m) under examination during 
HL-LHC.

T. Biekotter et al., arXiv:2303.12018…
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Low Scale Processes - soft QCD
• Key element of CEP cross section is the survival factor probability of no 
additional particle production.

• Fundamentally soft QCD object - requires tuned phenomenological model.

• Not simply a multiplicative constant. Impacts on central kinematics but also 
azimuthal correlations between outgoing protons.

V. A. Khoze et al., Eur.Phys.J.C 81 
(2021) 2, 175

 induces dips in proton      distributions.
<latexit sha1_base64="83CNTJKSeoyg0udkZSd3fkpTL8U=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiTia1lw47KCfUAbymQ6aYbOTMLMRCihv+DGhSJu/SF3/o2TNgttPXDhcM693HtPmHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzq6CRThLZJwhPVC7GmnEnaNsxw2ksVxSLktBtO7gq/+0SVZol8NNOUBgKPJYsYwaaQBmnMhm7da3hzoFXil6QOJVpD92swSkgmqDSEY637vpeaIMfKMMLprDbINE0xmeAx7VsqsaA6yOe3ztCZVUYoSpQtadBc/T2RY6H1VIS2U2AT62WvEP/z+pmJboOcyTQzVJLFoijjyCSoeByNmKLE8KklmChmb0UkxgoTY+Op2RD85ZdXSeei4V83rh4u681mGUcVTuAUzsGHG2jCPbSgDQRieIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1opTzhzDHzifPxYujkc=</latexit>

�

! Direct and differential sensitivity to modelling of soft proton interactions
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• Effect predicted for long time, and measured for first time very recently by 
CMS-TOTEM in CEP of charged hadron (.                               ) pairs in 
association with tagged outgoing protons.

CMS PAS SMP-21-004, TOTEM NOTE 2023-001 

1. Introduction 3

IP(q2)

h(t̂)

IP(q1)

p(pb)

kT

p(pa)

p(p2)

h�(p4)

h+(p3)

p(p1)

Figure 2: Feynman diagram for the nonresonant continuum of central exclusive production of
hadron pairs via double pomeron exchange, including the rescattering correction.

superposition of diffractive eigenstates with amplitudes ai and coupling factors gi. The two-
channel model (with a ground state p and its first excitation N⇤) is used in the calculation of
the eikonal survival factor discussed below. The coupling of the pomeron to the diffractive
eigenstates is parametrised as [27]

Fi(t) = exp
h
�(bi(ci � t))di + (bici)

di

i
. (4)

This factor is unity at t = 0 with Fi(0) = 1, and is a more complex version of the simple
Fp(t) = exp(BIP/2 · t) form as displayed in Eq. (2).

Additional pomeron exchanges between the incoming (and outgoing) protons cause interfer-
ence between the bare M (Eq. (1)) and the rescattered Mres amplitudes (Fig. 2). The resulting
quantity is often referred to as the eikonal survival factor. The interference is expected to lead
to interesting diffractive dip phenomena in the angular distributions [27]. The rescattered am-
plitude is obtained through a loop integral over ~kT as

Mres =
Z

d2~kT M(~p1 � ~kT, ~p2 + ~kT) Â
i,j

gi|ai|2Fi(t1) · gj|aj|2Fj(t2) · Sij(kT) (5)

where t1 and t2 implicitly depend on ~kT. The screening amplitude S can come either from cal-
culation or from direct measurement, and empirical parametrisation, of the elastic differential
pp cross section. In the calculation of the cross section, the bare amplitude M must be replaced
by the sum of bare and rescattered amplitudes, M+Mres.

1.2 The CMS and TOTEM detectors

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diam-
eter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and
strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, and a brass and scintillator
hadron calorimeter, each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters
extend the coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are detected in gas-
ionisation chambers embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. The silicon
tracker measures charged particles within the pseudorapidity range |h| < 3. During the LHC
running period when these data were recorded, the silicon tracker consisted of 1856 silicon

<latexit sha1_base64="tlsrUkvWb/G9NVXAoORBy47/li4=">AAACDHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIglpmxNuy4EbopoK9QGcsmTRtQzNJSDJCGfoAbnwVNy4UcesDuPNtzLSz0NYDCR//uSTnDyWj2rjut5NbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3its7DS1ihUkdCyZUK0SaMMpJ3VDDSEsqgqKQkWY4vE7zzQeiNBX8zowkCSLU57RHMTJW6hRLvqT3RzC9T45h1WI1BekL25UOTeTYVrlldxJwHrwMSiCLWqf45XcFjiPCDWZI67bnShMkSBmKGRkX/FgTifAQ9UnbIkcR0UEyWWYMD6zShT2h7OEGTtTfHQmKtB5Foa2MkBno2Vwq/pdrx6Z3FSSUy9gQjqcP9WIGjYCpM7BLFcGGjSwgrKj9K8QDpBA21r+CNcGbXXkeGqdl76J8fntWqlQyO/JgD+yDQ+CBS1ABN6AG6gCDR/AMXsGb8+S8OO/Ox7Q052Q9u+BPOJ8/4UmZqQ==</latexit>

⇡+⇡�,K+K�, pp

• Detailed multi-differential data taken: full kinematics 
of the               process measured! 

• Soft proton-proton interactions and internal proton 
structure affect this differentially.

See also: CDF Phys. Rev. D 91 (2015) 091101, STAR JHEP 07 (2020) 178, 
ATLAS EPJC 83 (2023) 627, CMS Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 718 
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Model tuning – result
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CMS−TOTEM Preliminary 4.7 pb−1 (13 TeV)

Remarkable agreement with Dime (“soft model 1”), although with
unexpected eigenstate weights (a1 ⇡ a2) and eigenstate-pomeron coupling (�1 ⇡ �2)!

Central exclusive nonresonant production (SMP-21-004) 23

• Allows multi-dimensional 
fit to parameters describing 
low energy proton structure 
and interactions.

LHL, V.A. Khoze, M.G. Ryskin 
Eur.Phys.J.C 74 (2014) 2848 
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Figure 16: Distribution of d3s/dp1,Tdp2,Tdf as a function of f in several (p1,T, p2,T) bins, in units of
µb/ GeV2. Measured values (black symbols) are shown together with the predictions of the empiri-
cal and the two-channel models (coloured symbols) using the tuned parameters for the exponential
proton-pomeron form factors (see text for details). Curves corresponding to DIME (model 1) are
also plotted. Results of fits with the form [A(R � cos f)]2 + c

2 are plotted with curves. The error
bars indicate the statistical uncertainties.

• Proton azimuthal correlations mapped out - complex dip structure 
observed for first time. Direct result of soft QCD!

17

• Not the only relevant low energy QCD phenomena: can look for glueballs 
and instanton production in CEP.
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Quarkonia

Q

Q̄

F(x,) = @G(x,)/@ log 2

(1� z,�~k?)

(z,~k?)
 V (z, k?)

VM = J/ , 0,⌥,⌥0, . . .�

~�~

p p

W 2

Fig. 5.3: Representative diagram for the exclusive g p !V p production of a vector meson V .

The variable b is the transverse distance from the center of the target to the center of mass
of the qq̄ dipole and the factor in the exponential arises when one takes into account non-
forward corrections to the wave functions [33]. The factor of

p
1+b 2 in (5.15) is a correction

to account for the real part of the S-matrix element for dipole–proton scattering. A common
ansatz for the differential dipole cross section for the qq̄ pair to scatter elastically off the proton
is given by [41]

dsqq̄

d2~b
= 2


1� exp

✓
� p2

2Nc
r2aS(µ2)Rg xg(x,µ2)T (b)

◆�
, (5.16)

where the factor Rg relates the generalized gluon PDF (the same object introduced in (5.1))
that is relevant in this situation to the standard diagonal gluon PDF, see [12, 32]. The scale
µ2 is related to the dipole size r by µ2 = 4/r2 + µ2

0 . In the case of exclusive production in
pp, pA or AA collisions the photoproduction regime Q2 ⇡ 0 prevails, so that for example for
J/y photoproduction the hard scale is ⇠ 2.4GeV2. It is worth noting that such a scale is quite
close to what one may expect for a saturation scale, e.g. in the case of a heavy nucleus. These
saturation effects manifest themselves in the small-x behaviour of the (unintegrated) gluon and
therefore mainly affect the energy dependence of the photoproduction cross section. Finally,
other approaches to modelling the dipole cross section exist in the literature, see e.g. [19] for
phenomenological studies.

A related approach is given by the kT -factorization representation of the forward ampli-
tude, see [142] for a detailed discussion and references . The imaginary part of the amplitude
for the g p !V p process, for vanishing transverse momentum transfer D = 0, can then be writ-
ten as a convolution of an impact factor for the g ! V transition and the unintegrated gluon
distribution of the target:

¡m Mlg ,lV (W,D2 = 0) =W 2 c°
p

4paem

4p2

Z d2k
k4 aS(q2) fg(x1,x2,k)

⇥
Z dzd2k

z(1� z)
yV (z,k) Ilg ,lV (z,k,k) , (5.17)

Here, the unintegrated gluon distribution fg(x1,x2,k1) is again the same off-diagonal (“skewed”)
object introduced in (5.1), which as above can be reconstructed from the diagonal one. The
explicit expressions for Ilg ,lV can be found in [142]. For heavy vector mesons, helicity–flip
transitions may be neglected, so that one can safely take lg = lV .

Besides the unintegrated gluon distribution the second important non–perturbative input,
in both the colour dipole and k? factorisation approaches, is the (“radial”) light-cone wave
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• Large cross sections for the production of C-odd quarkonia (                      ) in 
photoproduction:
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J/ , 0,⌥...

• Well motivated theoretically:

★ Mass scale (               ) such that pQCD approach may be tried.

★ Test of different approaches to QCD factorization - collinear vs. high-energy

★ Sensitive to gluon                 - probe of gluon PDF in unconstrained region 
and/or saturation?

★ Can measured in pp, pA, AA - proton and nuclear structure probed.
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x ⇠ 10�6
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•  Much recent theoretical progress:

★ Investigations for stabilising the NLO collinear prediction and applications to 
pp, pA and AA.

★ Full NLO calculation in high-energy factorization.

• As well as large dataset collected in pp, pA and AA.

K. Eskola et al., arXiv:2303.03007, Phys.Rev.C 107 (2023) 4, 044912, C. Flett et al., 
Phys.Rev.D 106 (2022) 7, 074021…

H. Mantysaari and J. Pentalla,  
JHEP 08 (2022) 247…

★ Data in pp, pA so far well described 
by collinear QCD:

CMS, arXiv:2303.1694, ALICE 
arXiv:2305.19060, LHCb JHEP, 10:167, 2018…

★ Data in AA may hint at gluon saturation, 
but model dependence large!

• Fast developing field where data will have significant input.

Dimuon continuum, and exclusive and dissociative J/ψ production in UPCs ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 5: Exclusive J/ψ photoproduction cross section off protons measured as a function of the centre-of-mass
energy of the photon–proton system Wγ p by ALICE in p–Pb UPCs and compared with previous measurements [14,
38–40, 43–45, 66–68, 71] and with next-to-leading-order JMRT [73–75] and CCT [37] models. The power law fit
to the ALICE data is also shown. The uncertainties of the data points are the quadratic sum of the statistical and
systematic uncertainties.

probability in pp collisions is much larger than in p–Pb collisions, and samples of pp collisions can
contain a contamination of J/ψ production through Odderon–Pomeron fusion [30, 76]. For each dσ/dy

measurement, LHCb reported two solutions, one for low Wγ p and one for high Wγ p. Despite these
ambiguities and assumptions, the LHCb solutions are found to be compatible with ALICE measurements
within the current uncertainties.

ALICE measurements are also compared with the JMRT calculation. Two calculations are available from
the JMRT group [73–75]. The first one, referred to as LO, is based on a power law description of the
process from the result in Ref. [32], while the second one, labeled as NLO, includes contributions which
mimic effects expected from the dominant NLO corrections. At high Wγ p, they deviate from a simple
power-law shape. Both models are fitted to the same data and their energy dependence is rather similar,
so only the NLO version is shown. ALICE measurements at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and

√
sNN = 8.16 TeV

support their extracted gluon distribution down to x ∼ 2×10−5. A more recent NLO computation of this
process suggests a stronger sensitivity to quark contributions than previously considered [33].

Figure 5 also shows predictions from the CCT model [37] based on the colour dipole approach. This
model incorporates a fluctuating hot spot structure of the proton in the impact parameter plane, with
the number of hot spots growing with decreasing x. It is compatible with ALICE measurements at√

sNN = 5.02 TeV and
√

sNN = 8.16 TeV.

6.2.2 Dissociative J/ψ photoproduction

Figure 6 shows the ALICE measurement of the dissociative J/ψ photoproduction cross section σ(γ +
p → J/ψ +p(∗)) as a function of Wγ p, covering the range 27 <Wγ p < 57 GeV. The cross sections are also
reported in Table 3. A previous measurement at similar energies by H1 [40] is also shown and is in good
agreement with the ALICE measurement. In addition, the experimental results are compared with the
CCT model [37] discussed in the previous section. In the framework of this model, the exclusive cross
section is sensitive to the average interaction of the colour dipole qq with the proton, and the dissociative
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ALICE, arXiv:2304.12403

Energy dependence of coherent photonuclear production of J/ψ mesons ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 4: Photonuclear cross section for the γ +Pb → J/ψ +Pb process as a function of Wγ Pb,n (lower axis) or
Bjorken-x (upper axis). The solid markers represent the measured cross section. The vertical line across a marker
is the uncorrelated uncertainty. The height of an empty box is the sum in quadrature of the correlated systematic
uncertainties and the effect of migrations across neutron classes. The gray box represents the theoretical uncertainty
coming from the computation of the photon flux. The lines depict the prediction of the different models discussed
in Sec. 2. The open triangular and square markers show the cross sections extracted in Refs. [17, 18] using ALICE
Run 1 data.

with IA [17] are consistent with the data for the energy region below 40 GeV, although systematically
above the data; at all other energies the predictions from IA are well above the measurements with the
difference increasing with energy. STARlight predictions describe the data for energies below 40 GeV,
but overestimate the measurements at all other energies. None of the EPS09-LO, LTA, b-BK-A, and
GG-HS models describe the data in the Wγ Pb,n range from about 25 to 35 GeV. The EPS09-LO model
describes the measurements at the lowest energy and at intermediate energies, but overestimates the
measurements at the highest energies. The GG-HS model does not include the reduction of phase space
at low Wγ Pb,n, but it describes the data, except for the mentioned energy range, for all other measurements,
with the predictions systematically on the higher side of the measurements. The predictions of the LTA
and b-BK-A models are very similar and describe the data fairly well at all energies, except for the energy
range from about 25 to 35 GeV.

The photonuclear cross sections extracted in Refs. [17, 18] using ALICE Run 1 data are also shown in
Fig. 4. The cross sections at the two highest Wγ Pb,n, namely 92 GeV and 470 GeV, agree with the new
measurements presented here, while the two cross sections at low Wγ Pb,n are below the new measure-
ments by around 1.5 standard deviations. The fact that the cross sections extracted using the peripheral
and ultra-peripheral results from Run 1 and the new measurements presented here agree reasonably well
is remarkable, because they involve a different set of systematic uncertainties. It is also worth noting
that the new measurements extend the range in Wγ Pb,n by about 350 GeV, up to Wγ Pb,n = 813 GeV, with
respect to the maximum energy reached by ALICE Run 1 data.
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Photon-Initiated CEP
• Photon-initiated (PI) production most natural candidate CEP: colour singlet 
photon naturally leads to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.
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Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X Rapidity Gaps

• Clean, ~ pure QED process at LHC:

� Probe of BSM (anomalous couplings, ALPs, 
SUSY…). LHL et al., JHEP 1904 (2019) 010, EPJC 72 (2012) 1969, C. 

Baldenegro et al., JHEP 1806 (2018) 131, JHEP 1706 (2017) 
141, L. Beresford and J. Liu, arXiv:1908.05180, PRL 123 
(2019) no.14, 141801…

Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 

 3

• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

• Clean, ~ pure QED process: 
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We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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★ Probe of the top sector.

★ Laboratory to test our models of proton dissociation + proton-
proton MPI effects.

Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

5

FIG. 3. Feynman diagram illustrating photon-initiated pro-
cesses with one or two top quarks in the final state and at
least one FCNC coupling.

C. Required Integrated Luminosity for Discovery

To observe a process, using purely statistical uncer-
tainties, the standard criterion of an excess of 5 standard
deviations from the null hypothesis can be met by ob-
serving 25 or more events above the background expec-
tation (assuming only Poisson statistical errors). Three
di↵erent benchmark delivered luminosities are considered
at 13 TeV; 100 pb�1, 300 pb�1, and 1 fb�1. The ex-
pected number of measured tt̄ events for each of these
benchmarks is presented in Table III B. Only statistical
uncertainties from the cross-section calculation are con-
sidered and these are negligible. For fully elastic pro-
cesses involving either one or two photons, the expected
yields are well below one event and are therefore unlikely
to be measurable in low-µ data. In contrast, the semi-
elastic production could almost be measured with even
the most pessimistic amount of low-µ data and should
be observable (and perhaps even di↵erentiated between
pomeron- and photon-induced processes) with 300 pb�1

and above. It should be noted that the assumption of no
background is generally true (given that statistical un-
certainties on the data would be 10% or higher at these
expected number of events). The tt̄ final state is not
easily imitated by other SM signatures, and this is even
more true for the elastic case. One process that would
not form a relevant background but could form an addi-
tional signal is the associated production of a top quark
and a W boson, which can be produced semi-elastically,
mediated by a photon, with roughly half the cross-section
of the �p ! tt̄process. The central detector acceptance
for this process would look very similar to the dileptonic
and semi-leptonic cases for tt̄ but would not pass the all
hadronic selection (as there is only one b-tagged jet in
the tW final state). In the most optimistic luminosity
case, the tW process would add around 10 events to the
total signal.

IV. FLAVOR CHANGING NEUTRAL
CURRENTS

Photon-initiated elastic processes are a potential lab-
oratory for searching for the existence of flavor-changing
neutral currents (FCNCs) of the form t ! u/c�. The SM
predicts that such currents can exist but that their ex-
istence is heavily suppressed. FCNCs could manifest in
many elastic processes involving top quarks and photons
but in most cases, there would be a significant SM back-
ground. One case, however, stands out as being uniquely
sensitive. The production of a single top quark, with
no associated quarks or bosons (�u ! t), is something
that e↵ectively does not exist in the SM but could pro-
duce measurable numbers of events with relatively weak
FCNCs. There is no other SM process that can imitate
this signature, and an observation of it would be strik-
ing evidence for the presence of photon-mediated FCNC.
This unique topology was already discussed in previous
studies [26], however, the unique ability to suppress SM
backgrounds by concentrating on the elastic process with
a forward proton tag is discussed here for the first time.
This process is modeled using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO
in an e↵ective field theory context using the dim6top
model [27]. This model allows 15 CP-conserving and
15 CP-violating degrees of freedom. We follow a similar
EFT setup to the one used in [28], with the added simpli-
fication that left-handed and right-handed couplings be-
come degenerate in the t ! u/c� process and we, there-
fore, estimate limits on only two couplings:

C(3a)
uA ⌘ C(a3)

uA ⌘ cWC(3a)
uB + sWC(3a)

uW , (3)

where the index a is 1 for up flavor quarks and 2 for
charm flavor quarks. The SM predicts that the branch-
ing ratio for tops to decay to either an up quark or charm
quark and a photon to be 4 ⇥ 10�16 and 5 ⇥ 10�14, re-
spectively [29]. The presence of many new physics mod-
els, such as a flavor violating two-Higgs-doublet-model
(2HDM), can increase this considerably to O(10�7) [30].
The branching ratio for such couplings have already been
probed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations in top
quark decays and have been constrained to the level of
< O(10�5) for t ! �u and < O(10�4) for t ! �c [28, 31].
However, these analyses had to contend with huge SM
cross-sections, relative to their potential FCNC signal
strength, and must use complex neural networks to con-
struct sensitive observables. Such experimental gymnas-
tics are not necessary for elastic top production as the
primary signature has no irreducible backgrounds and
strong limits can be set based on a simple cut-and-count
cross-section measurement. Though the study here ex-
plores the �p ! t process, the results are expressed as
branching ratios for t ! �p to facilitate comparisons with
existing limits from ATLAS and CMS. Using the same
technique used to prototype the required amount of data
to observe elastic processes in Section III C I extrapolate
the limits that could be achieved by a lack of observa-
tion of the � ! tt̄ process with the three benchmark
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New physics and tau g � 2 using LHC heavy ion collisions
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The anomalous magnetic moment of the tau lepton a⌧ = (g⌧ �2)/2 strikingly evades measurement,
but is highly sensitive to new physics such as compositeness or supersymmetry. We propose using
ultraperipheral heavy ion collisions at the LHC to probe modified magnetic �a⌧ and electric dipole
moments �d⌧ . We introduce a suite of one electron/muon plus track(s) analyses, leveraging the
exceptionally clean photon fusion �� ! ⌧⌧ events to reconstruct both leptonic and hadronic tau
decays sensitive to �a⌧ , �d⌧ . Assuming 10% systematic uncertainties, the current 2 nb�1 lead–lead
dataset could already provide constraints of �0.0080 < a⌧ < 0.0046 at 68% CL. This surpasses 15
year old lepton collider precision by a factor of three while opening novel avenues to new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Precision measurements of electromagnetic couplings
are foundational tests of quantum electrodynamics
(QED) and powerful probes of beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) physics. The electron anomalous mag-
netic moment ae = 1

2 (ge �2) is among the most precisely
known quantities in nature [1–5]. The muon counterpart
aµ is measured to 10�7 precision [6] and reports a 3� 4�

tension from SM predictions [7, 8]. This may indicate
new physics [9–12], to be clarified at Fermilab [13] and
J–PARC [14]. Measuring a` generically tests lepton com-
positeness [15], while supersymmetry at energy scales MS

induces radiative corrections �a` ⇠ m
2
`/M

2
S for leptons

with mass m` [9]. Thus the tau ⌧ can be m
2
⌧/m

2
µ ⇠ 280

times more sensitive to BSM physics than aµ.
However, a⌧ continues to evade measurement because

the short tau proper lifetime ⇠ 10�13 s precludes use
of spin precession methods [6]. The most precise single-
experiment measurement a

exp
⌧ is from DELPHI [16, 17]

at the Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP), but is re-
markably an order of magnitude away from the theoret-
ical central value a

pred
⌧, SM predicted to 10�5 precision [18]

a
exp
⌧ = �0.018 (17), a

pred
⌧, SM = 0.001 177 21 (5). (1)

The poor constraints on a⌧ present striking room for
BSM physics, especially given other lepton sector ten-
sions [19–26], and motivate new experimental strategies.

This Letter proposes a suite of analyses to probe a⌧

using heavy ion beams at the LHC. We leverage ultrape-
ripheral collisions (UPC) where only the electromagnetic
fields surrounding lead (Pb) ions interact. Tau pairs are
produced from photon fusion PbPb ! Pb(�� ! ⌧⌧)Pb,
illustrated in Fig. 1, whose sensitivity to a⌧ was sug-
gested in 1991 [27]. We introduce the strategy crucial
for experimental realization and importantly show that
the currently recorded dataset could already surpass LEP
precision. The LHC cross-section enjoys a Z

4 enhance-
ment (Z = 82 for Pb), with over one million �� ! ⌧⌧

events produced to date. Existing proposals using lep-
ton beams require future datasets (Belle-II) or proposed
facilities (CLIC, LHeC) [28–34], while LHC studies fo-
cus on high luminosity proton beams [35–40]. No LHC
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FIG. 1. Pair production of tau leptons ⌧ from ultraperipheral
lead ion (Pb) collisions in two of the most common decay
modes: ⇡

±
⇡

0
⌫⌧ and `⌫`⌫⌧ . New physics can modify tau–

photon couplings a↵ecting the magnetic moment by �a⌧ .

analysis of �� ! ⌧⌧ exists as the taus have insu�cient
momentum for ATLAS/CMS to record or reconstruct.

Our proposal overcomes these obstructions in the clean
UPC events [41], enabling selection of individual tracks
from tau decays with no other detector activity akin to
LEP [16]. We exploit recent advances in low momentum
electron/muon identification [42–44] to suppress hadronic
backgrounds. We then present a shape analysis sensitive
to interfering SM and BSM amplitudes to enhance a⌧

constraints. Our strategy also probes tau electric dipole
moments d⌧ induced by charge–parity (CP) violating new
physics. This opens key new directions in the heavy ion
program amid reviving interest in photon collisions [45–
47] for light-by-light scattering [48–51], standard candle
processes [52–56], and BSM dynamics [57–67].

II. EFFECTIVE THEORY & PHOTON FLUX

The anomalous ⌧ magnetic moment a⌧ = (g⌧ � 2)/2 is
defined by the spin–magnetic Hamiltonian �µ⌧ · B =
�(g⌧e/2m⌧ )S · B. In the Lagrangian formulation of
QED, electromagnetic moments arise from the spinor
tensor �

µ⌫ = i[�µ
, �

⌫ ]/2 structure of the fermion current
interacting with the photon field strength Fµ⌫

L = 1
2 ⌧̄L�

µ⌫
⇣
a⌧

e
2m⌧

� id⌧�5

⌘
⌧RFµ⌫ . (2)
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1 Introduction
Elastic light-by-light (LbL) scattering, gg ! gg, is a pure quantum mechanical process that
proceeds, at leading order in the quantum electrodynamics (QED) coupling a, via virtual box
diagrams containing charged particles (Fig. 1, left). In the standard model (SM), the box di-
agram involves contributions from charged fermions (leptons and quarks) and the W± bo-
son. Although LbL scattering via an electron loop has been indirectly tested through the high-
precision measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron [1] and muon [2],
its direct observation in the laboratory remains elusive because of a very suppressed produc-
tion cross section proportional to a4 ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10�9. Out of the two closely-related processes—
photon scattering in the Coulomb field of a nucleus (Delbrück scattering) [3] and photon split-
ting in a strong magnetic field (“vacuum birefringence”) [4, 5]—only the former has been
clearly observed [6]. However, as demonstrated in Ref. [7], the LbL process can be experi-
mentally observed in ultraperipheral interactions of ions, with impact parameters larger than
twice the radius of the nuclei, exploiting the very large fluxes of quasireal photons emitted by
the nuclei accelerated at TeV energies [8]. Ions accelerated at high energies generate strong elec-
tromagnetic fields, which, in the equivalent photon approximation [9–11], can be considered
as g beams of virtuality Q

2 < 1/R
2, where R is the effective radius of the charge distribu-

tion. For lead (Pb) nuclei with radius R ⇡ 7 fm, the quasireal photon beams have virtuali-
ties Q

2 < 10�3 GeV2, but very large longitudinal energy (up to Eg = g/R ⇡ 80 GeV, where
g is the Lorentz relativistic factor), enabling the production of massive central systems with
very soft transverse momenta (pT . 0.1 GeV). Since each photon flux scales as the square of
the ion charge Z

2, gg scattering cross sections in PbPb collisions are enhanced by a factor of
Z

4 ' 5 ⇥ 107 compared to similar proton-proton or electron-positron interactions.
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γ
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of light-by-light scattering (gg ! gg, left), QED dielectron
(gg ! e+e�, centre), and central exclusive diphoton (gg ! gg, right) production in ultra-
peripheral PbPb collisions. The (⇤) superscript indicates a potential electromagnetic excitation
of the outgoing ions.

Many final states have been measured in photon-photon interactions in ultraperipheral colli-
sions of proton and/or lead beams at the CERN LHC, including gg ! e+e� [12–21], gg !
W+W� [22–24], and first evidence of gg ! gg reported by the ATLAS experiment [25] with a
signal significance of 4.4 standard deviations (3.8 standard deviations expected). The final-state
signature of interest in this analysis is the exclusive production of two photons, PbPb ! gg !
Pb(⇤)ggPb(⇤), where the diphoton final state is measured in the otherwise empty central part
of the detector, and the outgoing Pb ions (with a potential electromagnetic excitation denoted
by the (⇤) superscript) survive the interaction and escape undetected at very low q angles with
respect to the beam direction (Fig. 1, left). The dominant backgrounds are the QED production
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p

p p

p

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an axion-like particle production in two-photon coherent emis-
sion in proton-proton collisions. The scattered intact protons are tagged with the forward proton
detectors and the photon pair is detected in the central detector.

duction in p-p collisions (see Fig. 1),

pp ! p(�� ! ��)p (1.1)

where the photon pair is measured in the central detector and the scattered intact protons

are tagged with dedicated forward proton detectors, which are installed symmetrically at

a distance of about 210 m (220 m) with respect to the interaction points of the CMS

(ATLAS) experiment (see Fig. 2 ). Using proton tagging, we can reach diphoton invariant

masses between 350 GeV and 2 TeV, where the acceptance of the forward detectors is

nearly 100% e�cient.

The LHC magnets around the interaction points of CMS and ATLAS act as a precise

longitudinal momentum spectrometer on the protons that have lost a fraction of their orig-

inal momentum due to the photon exchange. The forward proton detectors are equipped

with charged particle trackers to tag the intact protons. The proton fractional momentum

loss ⇠ = �p/p is reconstructed o✏ine. Compared to other exclusive production searches,

which usually rely on vetoes on the detector activity (for example, absence of calorimeter

activity in the forward and backward rapidities above a threshold), the proton tagging

method directly measures the proton surviving the coherent photon emission.

p
p

p p

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the proton tagging method at the LHC in central exclusive
processes. The central detector (circle) collects the photon pair. The LHC magnets (blue) act
as a precise momentum spectrometer on the outgoing intact protons. The protons pass through
the forward detectors (black boxes) and their kinematic information is reconstructed o✏ine. The
dashed line represents the beamline.
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• How true is this? How well can we model PI production? Do we not need to 
worry about the (strongly interacting) initial-state protons.

• Quite some progress in past few years to clarifying this.

• Structure functions parameterise the                 vertex:�p ! X
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• Use same idea as for DIS to write:

Photon        �⇤p ! X
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⇠ �(�⇤�⇤ ! W+W�)

• Both elastic and dissociative PI production can be 
modelled in  `Structure function’ approach:

18. Structure functions 3

The hadronic tensor, which describes the interaction of the appropriate electroweak
currents with the target nucleon, is given by

Wµν =
1

4π

∫

d4z eiq·z
〈

P, S
∣

∣

∣

[

J†
µ(z), Jν(0)

]
∣

∣

∣
P, S

〉

, (18.5)

where S denotes the nucleon-spin 4-vector, with S2 = −M2 and S · P = 0.

18.2. Structure functions of the proton

The structure functions are defined in terms of the hadronic tensor (see Refs. [1–3])

Wµν =

(

−gµν +
qµqν

q2

)

F1(x, Q2) +
P̂µP̂ν

P · q
F2(x, Q2)

− iεµναβ
qαPβ

2P · q
F3(x, Q2)

+ iεµναβ
qα

P · q

[

Sβg1(x, Q2) +

(

Sβ −
S · q
P · q

Pβ
)

g2(x, Q2)

]

+
1

P · q

[

1

2

(

P̂µŜν + ŜµP̂ν

)

−
S · q
P · q

P̂µP̂ν

]

g3(x, Q2)

+
S · q
P · q

[

P̂µP̂ν

P · q
g4(x, Q2) +

(

−gµν +
qµqν

q2

)

g5(x, Q2)

]

(18.6)

where

P̂µ = Pµ −
P · q
q2

qµ, Ŝµ = Sµ −
S · q
q2

qµ . (18.7)

In [2], the definition of Wµν with µ ↔ ν is adopted, which changes the sign of the
εµναβ terms in Eq. (18.6), although the formulae given below are unchanged. Ref. [1]
tabulates the relation between the structure functions defined in Eq. (18.6) and other
choices available in the literature.

The cross sections for neutral- and charged-current deep inelastic scattering on
unpolarized nucleons can be written in terms of the structure functions in the generic
form

d2σi

dxdy
=

4πα2

xyQ2
ηi

{(

1 − y −
x2y2M2

Q2

)

F i
2

+ y2xF i
1 ∓

(

y −
y2

2

)

xF i
3

}

, (18.8)

where i = NC, CC corresponds to neutral-current (eN → eX) or charged-current
(eN → νX or νN → eX) processes, respectively. For incoming neutrinos, LW

µν of
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FIG. 1. Our breakup of the (x,Q2) plane and the data for
F2(x,Q

2) and FL(x,Q
2) we use in each region. The white

region is inaccessible at leading order in QED.

tic contribution for large µ2 because of the rapid drop-o↵
of GE,M .

The inelastic components of F2 and FL contribute for
W

2 = m
2
p + Q

2(1 � x)/x > (mp + m⇡0)2. One needs
data over a large range of x and Q

2. This is available
thanks to a long history of ep scattering studies. We
break the inelastic part of the (x,Q2) plane into three
regions, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the resonance re-
gion, W 2 . 3.5 GeV2 we use a fit to data by CLAS [40],
and also consider an alternative fit to the world data by
Christy and Bosted (CB) [41]. In the low-Q2 continuum
region we use the GD11-P fit by Hermes [42] based on the
ALLM parametric form [43]. Both the GD11-P and CB
resonance fits are constrained by photoproduction data,
i.e. they extend down to Q

2 = 0. The CLAS fit also
behaves sensibly there. (Very low Q

2 values play little
role because the analytic properties of the W

µ⌫ tensor
imply that F2 vanishes as Q

2 at fixed W
2.) These fits

are for F2(x,Q2). We also require FL, or equivalently
R = �L/�T , which are related by

FL(x,Q
2) = F2(x,Q

2)

 
1 +

4m2
px

2

Q2

!
R(x,Q2)

1 +R(x,Q2)
,

(8)
and we use the parametrisation for R from HER-
MES [42], extended to vanish smoothly as Q

2 ! 0.
The leading twist contribution to FL is suppressed by
↵s(Q2)/(4⇡). At high Q

2 we determine F2 and FL from
the PDF4LHC15 nnlo 100 [44] merger of next-to-next-to-
leading order (NNLO) [45, 46] global PDF fits [47–49],
using massless NNLO coe�cient functions [50–53] imple-
mented in HOPPET [54–56].

In Fig. 2 we show the various contributions to our pho-
ton PDF, which we dub “LUXqed”, as a function of x, for
a representative scale choice of µ = 100 GeV. There is
a sizeable elastic contribution, with an important mag-
netic component at large values of x. The white line
represents contributions arising from the Q

2
< 1 region

FIG. 2. Contributions to the photon PDF at µ = 100 GeV,
multiplied by 103x0.4/(1�x)4.5, from the various components
discussed in the text. The white line is the sum of the inelastic
contribution fromQ2  1 (GeV)2 in Eq. (6) and the full elastic
contribution. The result without the MS conversion term, i.e.
the last term in Eq. (6), is given by the dashed blue line.
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FIG. 3. Linearly stacked relative uncertainties on the photon
PDF, from all sources we have considered, and their total
sum in quadrature shown as a black line, which is our final
uncertainty.

of all the structure functions, including the full elastic
contribution. For the accuracy we are aiming at, all con-
tributions that we have considered, shown in Fig. 2, have
to be included, and inelastic contributions with Q

2
< 1

cannot be neglected. The photon momentum fraction is
0.43% at µ = 100 GeV.
In Fig. 3 we show the sources contributing to the

uncertainty on our calculation of f�/p at our reference
scale µ = 100 GeV. They are stacked linearly and con-
sist of: a conservative estimate of ±50% for the uncer-
tainty on R = �L/�T at scales Q

2
< 9 GeV2 (R); stan-

dard 68%CL uncertainties on the PDFs, applied to scales
Q

2 � 9 GeV2 (PDF); a conservative estimate of the un-
certainty on the elastic form factors, equal to the sum
in quadrature of the fit error and of the estimated size
of the two-photon exchange contribution in [39] (E); an

• SF inputs are exactly as in the `LUXqed’ 
decomposition of the photon PDF. 
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• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ
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Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0

1.
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3
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Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels
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Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

PI Production: Relevance @ LHC 

 3

• Exclusive/semi-exclusive production: colour singlet photon naturally leads 
to events with intact protons/rapidity gaps in final state.

20

Lepton pair production

• ATLAS (arXiv:1506.07098) have measured exclusive   and    pair 
production      use                    to compare to this.

e µ

EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

Submitted to: Phys. Lett. B. CERN-PH-EP-2015-134
18th August 2015

Measurement of exclusive �� ! `+`� production in proton–proton
collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This Letter reports a measurement of the exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) cross-section in
proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV by the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC, based on an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb�1. For the electron or muon pairs
satisfying exclusive selection criteria, a fit to the dilepton acoplanarity distribution is used to
extract the fiducial cross-sections. The cross-section in the electron channel is determined to
be�excl.

��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb for a phase-space region with invariant
mass of the electron pairs greater than 24 GeV, in which both electrons have transverse
momentum pT > 12 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| < 2.4. For muon pairs with invariant mass
greater than 20 GeV, muon transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV and pseudorapidity |⌘| <
2.4, the cross-section is determined to be�excl.

��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb.
When proton absorptive e↵ects due to the finite size of the proton are taken into account in
the theory calculation, the measured cross-sections are found to be consistent with the theory
prediction.

c� 2015 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-3.0 license.
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Table 3: Definition of the electron and muon channel fiducial regions for which the exclusive cross-sections are
evaluated.

Variable Electron channel Muon channel
p`T > 12 GeV > 10 GeV
|⌘` | < 2.4 < 2.4
m`+`� > 24 GeV > 20 GeV

the standard dipole form-factors and the improved model parameterisation including pQCD corrections
from Ref. [60]. The latter includes a fit uncertainty and the prediction furthest away from the dipole
form-factors is chosen.

Similarly, for the µ+µ� channel,

Rexcl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.791 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.026 (syst.) ± 0.013 (theor.) ,

�EPA
��!µ+µ� = 0.794 ± 0.013 (theor.) pb .

The resulting fiducial cross-section for the electron channel is measured to be

�excl.
��!e+e� = 0.428 ± 0.035 (stat.) ± 0.018 (syst.) pb .

This value can be compared to the theoretical prediction, including absorptive corrections to account for
the finite size of the proton [10]:

�EPA, corr.
��!e+e� = 0.398 ± 0.007 (theor.) pb .

For the muon channel, the fiducial cross-section is measured to be

�excl.
��!µ+µ� = 0.628 ± 0.032 (stat.) ± 0.021 (syst.) pb ,

to be compared with [10]:
�EPA, corr.
��!µ+µ� = 0.638 ± 0.011 (theor.) pb .

The uncertainty of each prediction includes an additional 0.8% uncertainty related to the modelling of
proton absorptive corrections. It is evaluated by varying the e↵ective transverse size of the proton by 3%,
according to Ref. [64]. Figure 4 shows the ratios of the measured cross-sections to the EPA calculations
and to the prediction with the inclusion of absorptive corrections. The measurements are in agreement
with the predicted values corrected for proton absorptive e↵ects. The figure includes a similar CMS
cross-section measurement [18].

8 Conclusion

Using 4.6 fb�1 of data from pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV the fiducial cross-sections
for exclusive �� ! `+`� (` = e, µ) reactions have been measured with the ATLAS detector at the
LHC. Comparisons are made to the theory predictions based on EPA calculations, as included in the Her-
wig++ MC generator. The corresponding data-to-EPA signal ratios for the electron and muon channels

12

) SuperChic

4

Why bother?
• In era of high precision phenomenology at the LHC: NNLO 
calculations rapidly becoming the ‘standard’. However:

• Thus at this level of accuracy, must consider a proper account of 
EW corrections. At LHC these can be relevant for a range of 
processes (                                                         ).

↵2
S(MZ) ⇠ 0.1182 ⇠ 1

70
↵QED(MZ) ⇠

1

130

! EW and NNLO QCD corrections can be comparable in size.

W , Z, WH, ZH, WW , tt, jets...

R

• For consistent treatment of these, must 
incorporate QED in initial state: photon-
initiated production.

X Rapidity Gaps

• Clean, ~ pure QED process at LHC:

� Probe of BSM (anomalous couplings, ALPs, 
SUSY…). LHL et al., JHEP 1904 (2019) 010, EPJC 72 (2012) 1969, C. 

Baldenegro et al., JHEP 1806 (2018) 131, JHEP 1706 (2017) 
141, L. Beresford and J. Liu, arXiv:1908.05180, PRL 123 
(2019) no.14, 141801…

Photon collider search strategy for sleptons and dark matter at the LHC

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK

We propose a search strategy using the LHC as a photon collider to open sensitivity to scalar
lepton (slepton ˜̀) production with masses around 15 to 60 GeV above that of neutralino dark matter
�̃0
1. This region is favored by relic abundance and muon (g� 2)µ arguments. However, conventional

searches are hindered by the irreducible diboson background. We overcome this obstruction by
measuring initial state kinematics and the missing momentum four-vector in proton-tagged ultra-
peripheral collisions using forward detectors. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond LEP for slepton
masses of up to 220 GeV for 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV with 100 fb�1 of 13 TeV proton collisions.
We encourage the LHC collaborations to open this forward frontier for discovering new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the elementary properties of dark matter
(DM) is among the most urgent problems in fundamental
physics. The lightest neutralino �̃0

1 in supersymmetric
(SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) is one
of the most motivated DM candidates [1–3]. A favored
scenario involves scalar partners of the charged leptons
(sleptons ˜̀) being one to tens of GeV above the �̃0

1 mass.
This enables interactions that reduce the �̃0

1 cosmologi-
cal relic abundance to match the observed value [4] via a
mechanism called slepton coannihilation [5, 6]. Further-
more, partners of the muon (smuon µ̃) and neutralinos
with masses near the weak scale are a leading explana-
tion for 3 � 4� deviations between measurements of the
muon magnetic moment and SM prediction [7–10].

Remarkably, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches
for these key targets have no sensitivity when mass dif-
ferences are 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV [11–14]. Here,
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider limits remain the
most stringent, excluding m(˜̀) . 97 GeV [15–17]. Sen-
sitivity is hindered by an obstruction generic to all LHC
search strategies for invisible DM states and their me-
diators [18–29]: the kinematics of colliding quarks and
gluons are immeasurable. Without this initial state in-
formation, the missing momentum four-vector pmiss left
by DM can only be determined in the plane transverse
to the beam (pmiss

T ). This precludes direct DM mass re-
construction that would otherwise provide e↵ective dis-
crimination against neutrino ⌫ backgrounds.

This Letter proposes a search strategy to resolve these
longstanding problems by using the LHC as a photon col-
lider [30]. In a beam crossing, protons can undergo an
ultraperipheral collision (UPC), where photons from the
electromagnetic fields interact to produce sleptons exclu-
sively pp ! p(�� ! ˜̀̀̃ )p. The sleptons decay as ˜̀! `�̃0

1,
resulting in the very clean final state p(2` + pmiss)p of
our search: two intact protons, two leptons `, and miss-
ing momentum (Fig. 1). As the beam energy is known,
measuring the outgoing proton kinematics determines
the colliding photon momenta and thus pmiss. This ex-
perimental possibility is opened by the ATLAS Forward
Proton (AFP) [31] and CMS–TOTEM Precision Proton
Spectrometer (CT-PPS) [32, 33] forward detectors, which
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of W boson pairs via photon–photon fusion in the `⌫`⌫ final
state.

FIG. 1. Exclusive pair production of (left) scalar leptons ‘slep-
tons’ ˜̀ decaying to dark matter �̃0

1 and (right) SM diboson
WW background using the LHC as a photon collider.

recorded first data in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CMS–
TOTEM moreover observed double lepton production in
high-luminosity proton-tagged events [34], demonstrat-
ing initial state reconstruction is feasible.

Photon collisions at the LHC reach su�cient rates to
probe rare processes such as SM light-by-light scatter-
ing [35, 36], anomalous gauge couplings [37, 38], and
axion-like particles [39, 40]. Nonetheless, it is widely
considered that photon fusion production of sleptons
is not competitive as a discovery window compared to
electroweak production [11–14]; existing photon collider
studies therefore focus on slepton mass measurement for
specific benchmark points [41–45]. Our proposal argues
the contrary that photon collisions play an essential role
in SUSY and DM searches. We emulate AFP/CT-PPS
proton tagging, which enables powerful background sup-
pression. We demonstrate a strategy that surpasses LEP
sensitivity in the favored 15 . �m(˜̀, �̃0

1) . 60 GeV cor-
ridor, underscoring the importance of initial state kine-
matics and pmiss for the LHC discovery program.

II. PHOTON COLLIDER SIMULATION

Electromagnetic fields surrounding ultrarelativistic
protons can be modeled as a beam of nearly on-shell pho-
tons, which is known as the equivalent photon approxi-
mation [46]. We consider pair production of electrically
charged particles X via photon fusion �� ! XX. An-
alytic expressions of their QED cross-sections ���!XX
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Figure 1: Anomalous �Z production via photon fusion with intact protons in the final state.

The operators of Eq. (2.1) induce an anomalous Z ! ��� decay [29], with a partial width that
in our notation reads

�NP(Z ! ���) =
m9

Z(2⇣
2 + 2⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)

8640⇡3
. (2.2)

An anomalous �� ! �Z reaction is also induced, which is the focus of this work. We find the
unpolarized differential cross section to be 1

d�NP
��!�Z

d⌦
=

�

16⇡2s

h
(3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃)(st+ tu+ us)2 � 4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃)2m2

Zstu
i
, (2.3)

where s, t, and u are the usual Mandelstam variables and � = 1�m2
Z/s for the �Z final state.

As the EFT is nonrenormalizable, a breakdown of unitarity is expected at high energies. Using
the well-known partial wave analysis [30] we can estimate for what values of ⇣, ⇣̃ and s the theory
remains unitary. By imposing unitarity on the S-wave of the EFT amplitudes and neglecting the
Z boson mass one finds the conditions (see [4] for details on similar amplitudes)

|⇣ + ⇣̃|s2 < 4⇡ , |⇣ � ⇣̃|s2 <
12⇡

5
. (2.4)

As most of the recorded �Z events have
p
s below 1 TeV, we expect the EFT to remain unitary for

couplings up to
⇣, ⇣̃ < (10�12

� 10�11) GeV�4 . (2.5)

The sensitivities we will derive in Sec. 7 are much lower than these unitarity bounds. However, as a
caveat, we stress that unless the underlying New Physics model is very strongly coupled, the EFT
typically breaks down before unitarity is violated.

3 Contributions from New Physics

Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y contribute to the ���Z couplings. These
loop contributions only depend on the mass and quantum numbers of the particle in the loop and
can thus be given in full generality. Denoting hypercharge by Y , sine and cosine of the Weinberg
angle by sw and cw and labeling the SU(2)L representation by its dimension d, we can write [4]

⇣
⇣, ⇣̃

⌘
=

⇣
cs, c̃s

⌘ ↵2
em

swcw m4
d

✓
c2w

3d4 � 10d2 + 7

240
+ (c2w � s2w)

(d2 � 1)Y 2

4
� s2wY

4

◆
, (3.1)

1
It has been noted in [29] that the operators O± = O

�Z
± Õ

�Z
do not interfere. This property provides

a cross check of our result Eq. (2.3), as in this basis we get ⇣± = ⇣ ± ⇣̃, (3⇣2 + 3⇣̃2 � 2⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 2⇣2� and

4(⇣2 + ⇣̃2 � ⇣⇣̃) = ⇣2+ + 3⇣2� , hence a vanishing interference.

3

�(x2, µ
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="UeDBX65Fdd399D64dQs6ryv8FUA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBEqSEljH7oruHFZwT6gqeVmOm2HziRhZiItpb/ixoUibv0Rd/6NSdqKrwMXDufcy733uAFnSlvWh7Gyura+sZnaSm/v7O7tmweZhvJDSWid+NyXLRcU5cyjdc00p61AUhAup013dBX7zXsqFfO9Wz0JaEfAwGN9RkBHUtfMOAMQAnLjrn3miPDOPsVdM2vlrQTYypfsSqVcwoWlsiRZtECta747PZ+EgnqacFCqXbAC3ZmC1IxwOks7oaIBkBEMaDuiHgiqOtPk9hk+iZQe7vsyKk/jRP0+MQWh1ES4UacAPVS/vVj8z2uHun/RmTIvCDX1yHxRP+RY+zgOAveYpETzSUSASBbdiskQJBAdxZVOQriMUf77+xdp2PnCeb54U8xWy4s4UugIHaMcKqAKqqJrVEN1RNAYPaAn9GzMjEfjxXidt64Yi5lD9APG2yds4pN/</latexit>

�(x1, µ
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="Q4b/vutM6kT6tXkbJi4a6641fC0=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBotQQULSlqq7ghuXFewDmhgm00k7dCYJMxNpCf0VNy4UceuPuPNvTNIqKj1w4XDOvdx7jxcxKpVpfmqFtfWNza3idmlnd2//QD8sd2UYC0w6OGSh6HtIEkYD0lFUMdKPBEHcY6TnTa4zv/dAhKRhcKdmEXE4GgXUpxipVHL1sj1CnKPq1LXObR7f186gq1dMw8wBTaNRN5tmE1rfyjepgCXarv5hD0MccxIozJCUA8uMlJMgoShmZF6yY0kihCdoRAYpDRAn0kny2+fwNFWG0A9FWoGCufp7IkFcyhn30k6O1Fj+9zJxlTeIlX/pJDSIYkUCvFjkxwyqEGZBwCEVBCs2SwnCgqa3QjxGAmGVxlXKQ7jKsOL3H9KtGVbdaNw2Kq3mMo4iOAYnoAoscAFa4Aa0QQdgMAWP4Bm8aHPtSXvV3hatBW05cwT+QHv/AliIk3E=</latexit>

• Uncertainty in inputs ~ to equivalent photon PDF uncertainty. That is % 
level or less (in particular for elastic case).

A. Manohar et al., JHEP 1712 (2017) 046
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Survival Factor
• ‘Survival factor’ = probability of no additional inelastic hadron-hadron 

interactions. 

• In general requires understanding of proton + strong interaction in non-
perturbative regime, i.e. sizeable uncertainty.

• Not the case for PI production - studied in detail recently.
LHL el al., SciPost Phys. 11 (2021) 064
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Exclusive production: theory

d�pp!pXp

dM2
XdyX

⇠
dLEPA

��

dM2
XdyX

�̂(�� ! X)

• Recall formula for exclusive     -initiated production in terms of EPA 
photon flux

• Why is this not an exact equality? Because we are asking for final state 
with intact protons, object      and nothing else- colliding protons may 
interact independently: ‘Survival factor’.
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Exclusive production: theory

Rd�pp!pXp

dM2
XdyX

⇠
dLEPA

��

dM2
XdyX

�̂(�� ! X)

• Recall formula for exclusive     -initiated production in terms of EPA 
photon flux

• Why is this not an exact equality? Because we are asking for final state 
with intact protons, object      and nothing else- colliding protons may 
interact independently: ‘Survival factor’.

X

��

X

Q2 ⌧ 1GeV2

• Basic idea: elastic PI production a special case: quasi-real photon             
large average pp impact parameter                      , and             .<latexit sha1_base64="sKZkmBENeGkjGjSLqCjZYQgJFVY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokoujCRaEuXLZiH9CEMJlO2qEzkzAzEUrIxl9x40IRt36GO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdpxvq3Syura+kZ5s7K1vbO7Z+8fdFScSkzaOGax7IVIEUYFaWuqGeklkiAeMtINx42p330kUtFYPOhJQnyOhoJGFCNtpMA+CgMvITKB3nAI74PMkxy2Grd5YFedmjMDXCZuQaqgQDOwv7xBjFNOhMYMKdV3nUT7GZKaYkbyipcqkiA8RkPSN1QgTpSfzR7I4alRBjCKpSmh4Uz9PZEhrtSEh6aTIz1Si95U/M/rpzq69jMqklQTgeeLopRBHcNpGnBAJcGaTQxBWFJzK8QjJBHWJrOKCcFdfHmZdM5r7mXNaV1U6zdFHGVwDE7AGXDBFaiDO9AEbYBBDp7BK3iznqwX6936mLeWrGLmEPyB9fkDefOVqQ==</latexit>
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• In more detail…
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• Impact parameter picture can be formulated mathematically:

Survival FactorPI amplitude

 

• Schematically:

Majority of PI cross 
section is here

LHL el al., SciPost Phys. 11 (2021) 064

Uncertainty in 
survival factor is here

No survival
100% survival

Survival factor is ~ 1 and 
with small uncertainty!
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• On further analysis, still ~ holds 
for single dissociation but not 
double dissociation;
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WW production
• Recent topical example. Effectively ‘inverse VBS’: instead of tagging 

jets ask for no activity to isolate:
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1 Introduction

The study of ,-boson pair production from the interaction of incoming photons (WW ! ,,) in proton–
proton (??) collisions o�ers a unique window to a wide range of physical phenomena. In the Standard
Model (SM), the WW ! ,, process proceeds through trilinear and quartic gauge-boson interactions. This
process is unique in that, at leading order, it only involves diagrams with self-couplings of the electroweak
gauge bosons, as shown in Figure 1. Hence, a cross-section measurement directly tests the SU(2)⇥U(1)
gauge structure of the SM. At the same time, as a process driven only by electroweak boson self-interactions,
it is sensitive to anomalous gauge-boson interactions [1] as parameterised in e�ective field theory (EFT)
with additional dimension-6 and dimension-8 operators [2, 3]. Thus, cross-section measurements of
WW ! ,, can in future provide valuable input for the global EFT fits.
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Figure 1: The leading-order Feynman diagrams contributing to the WW ! ,, process are the t-channel diagram
(left) proceeding via the exchange of a , boson between two W,, vertices and a diagram with a quartic WW,,

coupling (right). In addition, a u-channel diagram exists (not shown), which also proceeds via two W,, vertices.
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and probe (anomalous?) EW couplings of W.

• Only recently been fully understood. Subtleties related to non-PI diagrams:
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Figure 6: Classes of Feynman diagrams contributing to W+W� DD production at LO in the qq ! W+W�qq
process. The blob in plot (a) denotes the sum of the t, u–channel and contact diagrams. Diagrams correspond to
the case of up–type initiating quarks for concreteness, and with various permutations implied.

the t and s channel diagrams, or simply observing that in the s–channel process of Fig. 5 (b) one
could replace the final–state quarks with e.g. leptons, in which case only the s–channel would
be present.

It is therefore safely gauge–invariant to simply omit these s–channel diagrams. The squared
s–channel contribution can then be included, if such precision is required, as an NNLO EW
correction to the LO process of Fig. 5 (a); again, to include these here would amount to double
counting given this background is subtracted in experimental analyses. However, there still re-
mains in principle the interference between the s and t–channel diagrams. As these are enhanced
in distinct kinematics regions, we can expect this to be very small. In particular, the dominant
t–channel contribution come from when the final–state quarks are collinear with the initiating
beams, whereas in the s–channel contribution there is no such enhancement. Indeed, in the case
of Fig. 5 (b) there is in principle a collinear enhancement as the final–state quark/antiquark
pair becomes collinear4. A full evaluation of this interference would require an account of
parton–showering e↵ects, which we recall will act to dominantly suppress the pure s–channel
contribution. However, to keep things simple we can impose the veto (16) at parton–level and
evaluate the corresponding interference. We find that this enters at the level of ⇠ 0.1 % of the
DD cross section. Bearing in mind that parton–shower e↵ects will further reduce the relative
contribution from this, we can therefore safely omit it in what follows. Finally, we emphasise
that this question does not arise in the SD case, for which no distinct class of s–channel diagrams
is present, and Fig. 7 corresponds to the entire set of contributing diagrams at this order.

2.5 Hybrid approach: basic idea

As mentioned in the previous section, the pure PI contributions to W
+
W

� scattering only repre-
sent a (gauge dependent) subset of the full set of diagrams that enter into W

+
W

� production.

4Indeed, this is IR divergent for the squared s–channel diagram, and will be cancelled by the corresponding
virtual contribution in the usual way. For the interference on the other hand, this collinear region is perfectly
regular.
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Figure 1: Diagrams for the exclusive �� ! W+W� production representing the (a) elastic process, (b) single-
dissociation where one initial proton dissociates (SD) and (c) double-dissociation where both protons fragment
(DD). The symbols X and X0 denote any additional final state created.

or via quartic gauge coupling diagram, to create a W+W� pair. Figure 1 shows the exclusive production
of a W+W� pair, where the blobs represent the t-channel, u-channel, and quartic diagrams. After the col-
lisions, either both protons remain intact as shown in Fig. 1(a) (referred to as elastic hereafter), only one
proton remains intact as in Fig. 1(b) (single-dissociation, SD), or both protons dissociate as in Fig. 1(c)
(double-dissociation, DD). In all three cases the trajectories of the protons or their remnants deviate only
slightly from their initial directions so that they never enter the acceptance of the ATLAS detector. On the
other hand, inclusive processes are produced with accompanying activity such as initial- and final-state
radiation and additional scattering in the same pp collision. The accompanying activity is collectively
called the underlying event and emits particles into the acceptance of the ATLAS detector.

Photon scattering in hadron colliders can be described in quantum electrodynamics (QED) by the equivalent-
photon approximation (EPA) [5, 6]. In this framework the exclusive W+W� cross-section can be written
as

�EPA
pp(��)!ppW+W� =

"

f (x1) f (x2)���!W+W�(m2
��)dx1dx2, (1)

where f (xi), for i 2 {1, 2}, is the number of equivalent photons carrying a fraction of the proton’s energy,
xi, that are emitted, while m�� is the two-photon center-of-mass energy. This approach has been used to
describe similar exclusive processes in the CDF [7], STAR [8], and CMS [9, 10] experiments.

Exclusive W+W� pair production is particularly sensitive to new physics that may be described by anoma-
lous quartic gauge coupling (aQGC) of the form WW�� [4, 11]. The dimension-6 operators in Ref. [3] are
the lowest-dimension operators that give rise to anomalous WW�� couplings, aW

0 /⇤
2 and aW

C /⇤
2 where

⇤ is the scale of new physics. A procedure adopted by previous measurements [12–14] uses a dipole
form factor to preserve unitarity at high m��. The couplings aW

0 /⇤
2 and aW

C /⇤
2 then become:

aW
0,C/⇤

2 !
aW

0,C

⇤2
1

✓
1 + m2

��

⇤2
cuto↵

◆2 (2)

where ⇤cuto↵ defines the scale of possible new physics, and the term containing it ensures that unitarity is
preserved.

Anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) could also produce similar e↵ects but the sensitivity of this
study to aTGCs is not competitive compared with other processes [4], so these are taken to be zero.

3

:

S. Bailey and LHL, Phys.Rev.D 105 
(2022) 9, 093010 

require some care, but can be accounted for, maintaining precision in 
predictions.
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Recent data
• Evidence for such ‘semi-exclusive’             production in leptonic channel 

seen by ATLAS + CMS previously.

• Recently: first observation by ATLAS, at 13 TeV, via rapidity veto.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the number of tracks associated with the interaction vertex is shown. The fitted
normalisation factors and nuisance parameters have been used. The WW ! ,, signal region requires a selection of
=trk = 0, as indicated by the vertical dashed line. The @@ ! ,, component also contains a small contribution from
gluon-induced ,, and electroweak ,, 9 9 production. Similarly, ‘other @@ initiated’ includes contributions not
only from ,/ and // diboson production but also from top-quark production and other gluon-induced processes.
The total uncertainties are shown as hatched bands. The lower panel shows the ratio of the data to the prediction,
with the total uncertainty displayed as a hatched band.

Without requirements on the number of reconstructed tracks, the selection e�ciency after reconstruction is
75% for elastic WW ! ,, events in the fiducial region. The full selection e�ciency after applying =trk = 0
is 39%. The predicted number of signal events includes a ⇠5% contribution of leptons from , ! gag ,
g ! ✓a✓ag , which is estimated using the MC simulation and which is removed from the measured fiducial
cross section using this fractional contribution.

The observed signal strength translates into a fiducial cross section of

fmeas = 3.13 ± 0.31 (stat.) ± 0.28 (syst.) fb

for ??(WW) ! ?
(⇤)
,

+
,

�
?
(⇤) production with ,

+
,

� ! 4
±
a`

⌥
a. The uncertainties correspond to the

statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. Table 2 gives an overview of the sources of systematic
uncertainties, which are discussed in Section 7 and presents their e�ect on the measured cross section. To
evaluate the impact of one source of systematic uncertainty, the fit is performed with the corresponding
nuisance parameter fixed one standard deviation up or down from the value obtained in the nominal fit,
then these high and low variations are symmetrised.

The data measurement can be compared with two types of predictions. The first, used in the definition of
the signal strength and the calculation of the expected significance, is based on the H�����7 prediction for
elastic WW ! ,, events scaled by the data-driven signal modelling correction to include the dissociative
processes and rescattering e�ects as described in Section 5.3. It is found to be

ftheo ⇥ (3.59 ± 0.15 (exp.) ± 0.39 (trans.)) = 2.34 ± 0.27 fb ,
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g ! ✓a✓ag , which is estimated using the MC simulation and which is removed from the measured fiducial
cross section using this fractional contribution.
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uncertainties, which are discussed in Section 7 and presents their e�ect on the measured cross section. To
evaluate the impact of one source of systematic uncertainty, the fit is performed with the corresponding
nuisance parameter fixed one standard deviation up or down from the value obtained in the nominal fit,
then these high and low variations are symmetrised.

The data measurement can be compared with two types of predictions. The first, used in the definition of
the signal strength and the calculation of the expected significance, is based on the H�����7 prediction for
elastic WW ! ,, events scaled by the data-driven signal modelling correction to include the dissociative
processes and rescattering e�ects as described in Section 5.3. It is found to be
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Figure 1: Diagrams for the exclusive �� ! W+W� production representing the (a) elastic process, (b) single-
dissociation where one initial proton dissociates (SD) and (c) double-dissociation where both protons fragment
(DD). The symbols X and X0 denote any additional final state created.

or via quartic gauge coupling diagram, to create a W+W� pair. Figure 1 shows the exclusive production
of a W+W� pair, where the blobs represent the t-channel, u-channel, and quartic diagrams. After the col-
lisions, either both protons remain intact as shown in Fig. 1(a) (referred to as elastic hereafter), only one
proton remains intact as in Fig. 1(b) (single-dissociation, SD), or both protons dissociate as in Fig. 1(c)
(double-dissociation, DD). In all three cases the trajectories of the protons or their remnants deviate only
slightly from their initial directions so that they never enter the acceptance of the ATLAS detector. On the
other hand, inclusive processes are produced with accompanying activity such as initial- and final-state
radiation and additional scattering in the same pp collision. The accompanying activity is collectively
called the underlying event and emits particles into the acceptance of the ATLAS detector.

Photon scattering in hadron colliders can be described in quantum electrodynamics (QED) by the equivalent-
photon approximation (EPA) [5, 6]. In this framework the exclusive W+W� cross-section can be written
as

�EPA
pp(��)!ppW+W� =

"

f (x1) f (x2)���!W+W�(m2
��)dx1dx2, (1)

where f (xi), for i 2 {1, 2}, is the number of equivalent photons carrying a fraction of the proton’s energy,
xi, that are emitted, while m�� is the two-photon center-of-mass energy. This approach has been used to
describe similar exclusive processes in the CDF [7], STAR [8], and CMS [9, 10] experiments.

Exclusive W+W� pair production is particularly sensitive to new physics that may be described by anoma-
lous quartic gauge coupling (aQGC) of the form WW�� [4, 11]. The dimension-6 operators in Ref. [3] are
the lowest-dimension operators that give rise to anomalous WW�� couplings, aW

0 /⇤
2 and aW

C /⇤
2 where

⇤ is the scale of new physics. A procedure adopted by previous measurements [12–14] uses a dipole
form factor to preserve unitarity at high m��. The couplings aW

0 /⇤
2 and aW
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2 then become:
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where ⇤cuto↵ defines the scale of possible new physics, and the term containing it ensures that unitarity is
preserved.

Anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) could also produce similar e↵ects but the sensitivity of this
study to aTGCs is not competitive compared with other processes [4], so these are taken to be zero.
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Elastic Single 
Dissociative

Double 
Dissociative

• Agrees well with theory, after including all 
diagrams.

• So far just a single number. Next steps: (multi)-
differential, EFT analysis…



Lepton pair production
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Figure 4: Comparison of SuperChic 4 + Pythia 8.2 predictions for the dilepton acoplanarity
distribution compared to the ATLAS data [30] at

p
s = 7 TeV, within the corresponding experi-

mental fiducial region, and with a rapidity veto applied on tracks in the central region. Electron
(muon) pair production is shown in the left (right) figures. The elastic and SD contributions
are overlaid, while the DD has been subtracted from the data, and so is not included.

accurate evaluation of the true veto, though of course in a realistic analysis one would account
for the e�ciency of this. Once one imposes a p? > 0.2 GeV threshold and allows photons to lie
within a R = 0.2 radius of the leptons, we can see that the result of this and of simply vetoing on
all particles with no threshold and with no FSR photon emission are very similar. If we simply
veto on all particles above p? > 0.2 GeV then at higher Mll the reduction is larger.

3.2 Dilepton acoplanarity distribution: comparison to data

In Fig. 4 we compare the predicted acoplanarity distribution for electron (left) and muon (right)
pairs to the ATLAS data on semi–exclusive dilepton production at

p
s = 7 TeV. This is selected

by imposing a veto on additional tracks in association with the dilepton vertex, see [30] for
further details. The Drell–Yan and DD contributions are subtracted from the data, and so
we do not include these; we will comment on the latter case further below. We impose the
corresponding rapidity veto (although its impact is very small) directly on our sample of SD
events that were generated without pile-up, and apply the veto e�ciency obtained in the ATLAS
analysis evaluated on samples of elastic events including pile-up to both the elastic and SD events.
Pile–up is by far the dominant e↵ect in reducing the veto e�ciency, with values around ⇠ 74%
for both the electron and muon channels. We apply all other cuts on the dilepton system as
described in the ATLAS analysis, and in particular a cut on the dilepton pll? < 1.5 GeV, which
suppresses the SD contribution and leads to the relatively small impact of the rapidity veto in
the absence of pile–up e↵ects. We include the e↵ect of FSR photon emission from the dilepton
system.

The results in the figure are shown overlaid, such that the upper red curve corresponds to the
total (elastic + SD) prediction. We can see that the description of the electron data is excellent,
and the description of the muon data is generally good. In Fig. 5 we show the same results, but
with the predictions excluding survival e↵ects given in addition, and we can see the importance
in including these to achieve a good description of the distributions. On the other hand, in the
muon case the predictions appear to overshoot the measurement in the lowest acoplanarity bin
somewhat, where the elastic contribution is enhanced. Given the relatively limited statistics
and apparent mild inconsistency between the two samples, for which the pl? cuts are slightly
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• Semi-exclusive lepton pair production extensively measured by ATLAS 
and CMS, with and without proton tag. Agreement rather good…

ATLAS, G. Aad et al., Phys. Lett. 
B 749, 242 (2015) 

LHL et al., Eur.Phys.J.C 80 
(2020) 10, 925Table 1: Fiducial cross sections from the combined ������ and ����� predictions with (surv = 1 and (surv estimated

using Refs. [33, 34] as described in the main text. ��������� 4 [97] predictions include fully kinematically dependent
(surv. Uncertainties of 7% (17%) are assigned for predictions of the exclusive (single-dissociative) processes [98].
The bottom row displays the measured cross sections with statistical and systematic uncertainties combined.

f������+����� ⇥ (surv f
fid.
44+? (fb) f

fid.
``+? (fb)

(surv = 1 15.5 ± 1.2 13.5 ± 1.1
(surv using Refs. [33, 34] 10.9 ± 0.8 9.4 ± 0.7

��������� 4 [97] 12.2 ± 0.9 10.4 ± 0.7

Measurement 11.0 ± 2.9 7.2 ± 1.8

be 0.92 ± 0.02 for sides � and ⇠. The near-station e�ciency is estimated using a tag-and-probe method by
first selecting events with exactly one track in the far (tag) station in the acceptance common to both stations,
�12 < GAFP < �5 mm. The e�ciency is the fraction of these events that also have one or more tracks in
the near (probe) station satisfying |Gnear � Gfar | < 2 mm. The tag and probe stations are inverted to measure
the far-station e�ciency. It is found that ntrack varies with bAFP by 2%, which is assigned as an additional
uncertainty. The proton resolution correction nsmear is found to be 0.98 ± 0.02 (0.96 ± 0.04) for the 44

(``) channel. This is evaluated as the fraction of simulated signal events passing bAFP, b✓✓ 2 [0.035, 0.08],
and |bAFP � b✓✓ | < 0.005 out of those satisfying b✓✓ 2 [0.035, 0.08]. Uncertainties in ⇠AFP are dominated
by global alignment (6%) evaluated by ±0.3 mm variations of GAFP, and beam optics (5%) evaluated by
varying the beam crossing angle by 50 `rad in the ���-� package. Uncertainties involving track and
cluster reconstruction are found to be less than 1%. The overall uncertainty in ⇠AFP is 9%.

The measured fiducial cross sections in the 44 and `` channels are ffid.
44+? = 11.0± 2.6 (stat) ± 1.2 (syst) ±

0.3 (lumi) and f
fid.
``+? = 7.2 ± 1.6 (stat) ± 0.9 (syst) ± 0.2 (lumi) fb, respectively. Table 1 compares these

with the combined ������ and ����� predictions assuming unit soft-survival factors (surv = 1. Soft-survival
e�ects are included using an <✓✓-dependent reweighting of these predictions to (surv calculated for exclusive
processes from Ref. [34]; ����� predictions are additionally scaled down by 15% to account for (surv

being lower for single-dissociative processes [33]. ��������� 4 [97] predictions include full kinematic
dependence on (surv for exclusive, single-, and double-dissociative processes. The predictions for 44 are
higher than for `` due to the looser [(4) requirement [94].

In summary, forward proton scattering in association with lepton pairs produced via photon fusion,
?? ! ?(WW ! ✓

+
✓
�)? (⇤) , is observed with a significance exceeding 5f in both the 44 + ? and ``+ ? final

states using 14.6 fb�1 of
p
B = 13 TeV ?? collisions at the LHC. These results demonstrate that the ATLAS

Forward Proton spectrometer performs well in high-luminosity data taking. Furthermore, proton tagging is
introduced for cross-section measurements of photon fusion processes at the electroweak scale.
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• But not perfect!

• Various theory refinements to 
consider, but of relevance here…

Backup



Role of QCD/MC modelling?
• For purely elastic production modelling 

straightforward.
�

�
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(a) Elastic production
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(c) Double-dissociation

Figure 1: Diagrams for the exclusive �� ! W+W� production representing the (a) elastic process, (b) single-
dissociation where one initial proton dissociates (SD) and (c) double-dissociation where both protons fragment
(DD). The symbols X and X0 denote any additional final state created.

or via quartic gauge coupling diagram, to create a W+W� pair. Figure 1 shows the exclusive production
of a W+W� pair, where the blobs represent the t-channel, u-channel, and quartic diagrams. After the col-
lisions, either both protons remain intact as shown in Fig. 1(a) (referred to as elastic hereafter), only one
proton remains intact as in Fig. 1(b) (single-dissociation, SD), or both protons dissociate as in Fig. 1(c)
(double-dissociation, DD). In all three cases the trajectories of the protons or their remnants deviate only
slightly from their initial directions so that they never enter the acceptance of the ATLAS detector. On the
other hand, inclusive processes are produced with accompanying activity such as initial- and final-state
radiation and additional scattering in the same pp collision. The accompanying activity is collectively
called the underlying event and emits particles into the acceptance of the ATLAS detector.

Photon scattering in hadron colliders can be described in quantum electrodynamics (QED) by the equivalent-
photon approximation (EPA) [5, 6]. In this framework the exclusive W+W� cross-section can be written
as

�EPA
pp(��)!ppW+W� =

"

f (x1) f (x2)���!W+W�(m2
��)dx1dx2, (1)

where f (xi), for i 2 {1, 2}, is the number of equivalent photons carrying a fraction of the proton’s energy,
xi, that are emitted, while m�� is the two-photon center-of-mass energy. This approach has been used to
describe similar exclusive processes in the CDF [7], STAR [8], and CMS [9, 10] experiments.

Exclusive W+W� pair production is particularly sensitive to new physics that may be described by anoma-
lous quartic gauge coupling (aQGC) of the form WW�� [4, 11]. The dimension-6 operators in Ref. [3] are
the lowest-dimension operators that give rise to anomalous WW�� couplings, aW

0 /⇤
2 and aW

C /⇤
2 where

⇤ is the scale of new physics. A procedure adopted by previous measurements [12–14] uses a dipole
form factor to preserve unitarity at high m��. The couplings aW

0 /⇤
2 and aW

C /⇤
2 then become:

aW
0,C/⇤

2 !
aW

0,C

⇤2
1

✓
1 + m2

��

⇤2
cuto↵

◆2 (2)

where ⇤cuto↵ defines the scale of possible new physics, and the term containing it ensures that unitarity is
preserved.

Anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) could also produce similar e↵ects but the sensitivity of this
study to aTGCs is not competitive compared with other processes [4], so these are taken to be zero.

3

• For dissociative production precise data comparison requires particle-level 
treatment of dissociation system       interface to general-purpose MC.<latexit sha1_base64="5fJEF1VQHKz+KT/KlBJMhYFrD8s=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSTi17HgxWMFWwtpKJvtpl262Q27E6WE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSgU36HnfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0jco0ZS2qhNKdiBgmuGQt5ChYJ9WMJJFgD9HoZuo/PDJtuJL3OE5ZmJCB5DGnBK0UdDUfDJForZ561ZpX92Zwl4lfkBoUaPaqX92+olnCJFJBjAl8L8UwJxo5FWxS6WaGpYSOyIAFlkqSMBPms5Mn7olV+m6stC2J7kz9PZGTxJhxEtnOhODQLHpT8T8vyDC+DnMu0wyZpPNFcSZcVO70f7fPNaMoxpYQqrm91aVDoglFm1LFhuAvvrxM2md1/7J+cXdeazSKOMpwBMdwCj5cQQNuoQktoKDgGV7hzUHnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/AMVhkZU=</latexit>!

LHL et al., Eur.Phys.J.C 80 
(2020) 10, 925

• First consistent attempt in SuperChic 4, with encouraging results, but:

★ Interface to MC (Pythia) requires approximations- map 
back to LO kinematics.

★ How much model dependence is there? Requires further 
work/interfacing to other MCs/showers.

★ Survival factor? Modelled theoretically, but what if we do 
allow MPI for a PI process? Collision impact parameter 
different from standard event - dedicated work needed.

Figure 3. Leading and next-to-leading graphs for the process l + � ! L in the QCD improved
parton model.

At this point a comment is in order. We can systematically compute the cross section

assuming that ↵ and ↵s are of the same size, and that the parton densities themselves are

formally all of the same order. We dub this counting of the order “democratic”, and adopt

it here in what follows, since it is more transparent. In the democratic order-counting, the

index i appearing in Eq. (3.14) should also run over leptons. Furthermore, neglected terms

are of second order in both ↵ and ↵s, i.e. of order ↵2 and ↵↵s (the ↵
2
s term being absent),

relative to the Born term.

For phenomenological applications, however, we will take into account the fact that

↵ is smaller than ↵s, using as a guideline the relation ↵ ⇡ ↵
2
s. We dub this counting

“phenomenological”. According to it, the photon density of the proton is of order ↵L with

respect to a quark density, L being a log of µ2 over some typical hadronic scale. We can

assume L ⇡ 1/↵s. In this framework the contributions corresponding to the first and second

diagram in Fig. 3.14 are respectively of order ↵2
L, ↵2, while the last graph is formally of

order ↵
3
L ⇡ ↵

2
↵s (but is zero in the MS scheme). The next-to-leading correction is of

relative order 1/L ⇠ ↵s, rather than of order ↵ (as in the democratic counting), with

respect to the Born term. In the middle diagram of Fig. 3 light leptons can be excluded,

since their PDF is of order L2
↵
2, and their contribution is of order ↵4

L
2.5

The cross section for the process �(l + q ! L+ q), illustrated in the middle graph of

Fig. 3, is easily computed with standard methods. Details of the calculation are given in

App. D. We get

b�(0,0)
l� (yp) = �0M

2
�(ŝ�M

2) ,

(3.15)

b�(0,1)
li (yp) = e

2
i �0

↵(µ2)

2⇡


�2 + 3z + zp�q(z)

✓
log

M
2

µ2
+ log

(1� z)2

z

◆�
, (3.16)

where �0 is given in Eq. (3.12), ŝ = ys, z = M
2
/ŝ = x/y and

p�q(z) ⌘
1 + (1� z)2

z
. (3.17)

5Unless one considers the photon content of partially stripped ions [28].
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• Quite a bit of work to do yet to fully exploit semi-exclusive data - focus of 
ongoing collaborative efforts.

• More broadly the area of photon-boson scattering, with and without tagged 
protons a promising area for future study.

32



Heavy Ions

• Heavy ion collisions in fact natural arena for photon-initiated production.

• If photons emitted coherently from ions their virtuality       is very low and ion-
ion impact parameter                             clean, low multiplicity event. Known as 
ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs).

<latexit sha1_base64="VBEtP0Du4qQCUfwhD8IhIPEiXPM=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaJryOJF48Q5ZHASmaHXpgwO7uZmTUhhE/w4kFjvPpF3vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXkAiujet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjU1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hodua3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqx0X3+s9Iolt+zOQVaJl5ESZKj1il/dfszSCKVhgmrd8dzE+BOqDGcCp4VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1P5mfOiVnVumTMFa2pCFz9ffEhEZaj6PAdkbUDPWyNxP/8zqpCW/8CZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7AheMsvr5JmpexdlS/rF6VqNYsjDydwCufgwTVU4Q5q0AAGA3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9ack80cwx84nz/S3I2B</latexit>

Q2

<latexit sha1_base64="V7Ft/NfoA5KcheVy3VHFXWZoGKo=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokJiqhLEa6xUBsa2og+piSLHdVKrthPZDqiK+gEs/AoLAwix8gFs/A1umwFajmTp6JxzdX1PkDCqtG1/W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUXEqMWnjmMWyFyBFGBWkralmpJdIgnjASDcY1ad+955IRWNxp8cJ8TiKBA0pRtpIfrkS+G5CZALdKIItP3Mlh836zQS6LRoNNZIyfjApu2rPAJeJk5MKyNHwy1/uIMYpJ0JjhpTqO3aivQxJTTEjk5KbKpIgPEIR6RsqECfKy2bHTOCJUQYwjKV5QsOZ+nsiQ1ypMQ9MkiM9VIveVPzP66c6vPYyKpJUE4Hni8KUQR3DaTNwQCXBmo0NQVhS81eIh0girE1/JVOCs3jyMumcVZ3L6kXzvFKr5XUUwRE4BqfAAVegBm5BA7QBBo/gGbyCN+vJerHerY95tGDlM4fgD6zPH750mtA=</latexit>

b? � RQCD )

Selecting semi-exclusive production
• Key point: quark/gluon-initiated production leads to colour flow between 

protons        these break up + significant amount of additional particles 
present in detector (‘underlying event’).

<latexit sha1_base64="BIfUHlVU7c1a6PJgRvc3Ixz3fq4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0kw27E6WE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80jUo14w2mpNLtgBouRcwbKFDydqI5jQLJW8HoZuq3Hrk2QsUPOE64H9FBLELBKFqp070XgyFSrdVTr1xxq+4MZJl4OalAjnqv/NXtK5ZGPEYmqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSflLqp4QllIzrgHUtjGnHjZ7OTJ+TEKn0SKm0rRjJTf09kNDJmHAW2M6I4NIveVPzP66QYXvmZiJMUeczmi8JUElRk+j/pC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaFMq2RC8xZeXSfOs6l1U3bvzSu06j6MIR3AMp+DBJdTgFurQAAYKnuEV3hx0Xpx352PeWnDymUP4A+fzB5LBkXI=</latexit>)

• For photon-initiated production no longer 
the case: dominant contribution to such 
topologies.
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• Photon flux from ions falls v. quickly with central object mass                 
limited to                          , but here great deal has been achieved…
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MX . 50GeV

For the proton, we have mNi = mp and the form factors are given by
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E(Q
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2
M(Q2

i )

7.78
=

1
�
1 +Q2

i /0.71GeV2
�4 , (6)

in the dipole approximation, where GE and GM are the ‘Sachs’ form factors. For the heavy
ion case the magnetic form factor is only enhanced by Z, and so can be safely dropped. We
then have

FM(Q2
i ) = 0 FE(Q

2
i ) = F

2
p (Q

2
i )G

2
E(Q

2
i ) , (7)

where Fp(Q2)2 is the squared charge form factor of the ion. Here, we have factored o↵
the G

2
E term, due to the form factor of the protons within the ion; numerically this has a

negligible impact, as the ion form factor falls much more steeply, however we include this for
completeness. The ion form factor is given in terms of the proton density in the ion, ⇢p(r),
which is well described by the Woods–Saxon distribution [2]

⇢p(r) =
⇢0

1 + exp (r �R)/d
, (8)

where the skin thickness d ⇠ 0.5�0.6 fm, depending on the ion, and the radius R ⇠ A
1/3. In

other words, we have to good approximation a constant density ⇢0, which is set by requiring
that Z

d3
r ⇢p(r) = Z , (9)

The charge form factor is then simply given by the Fourier transform

Fp(|~q|) =
Z

d3
r e

i~q·~r
⇢p(r) , (10)

in the rest frame of the ion; in this case we have ~q
2 = �Q

2, so that written covariantly this
corresponds to the F (Q2) which appears in (7). In impact parameter space, the coherent
amplitude is given by a convolution of the transverse proton density within the ion, and
the amplitude for photon emission from individual protons: hence in transverse momentum
space we simply multiply by the corresponding form factor. This is shown in Fig. 1 for the
case of Cu and 208Pb, for which we take [3]

R = (1.31A1/3 � 0.84) fm , d = 0.55 fm , (11)

for concreteness. The sharp fall o↵ with Q
2 is clear, with the form factors falling to roughly

zero by
p

Q2 ⇠ 3/R ⇠ 0.1 GeV; for the smaller Cu ion this extends to somewhat larger Q2

values.

2
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Fp / Z ) cross section / F 4
p ⇠ Z4: strong enhancement
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New physics and tau g � 2 using LHC heavy ion collisions
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The anomalous magnetic moment of the tau lepton a⌧ = (g⌧ �2)/2 strikingly evades measurement,
but is highly sensitive to new physics such as compositeness or supersymmetry. We propose using
ultraperipheral heavy ion collisions at the LHC to probe modified magnetic �a⌧ and electric dipole
moments �d⌧ . We introduce a suite of one electron/muon plus track(s) analyses, leveraging the
exceptionally clean photon fusion �� ! ⌧⌧ events to reconstruct both leptonic and hadronic tau
decays sensitive to �a⌧ , �d⌧ . Assuming 10% systematic uncertainties, the current 2 nb�1 lead–lead
dataset could already provide constraints of �0.0080 < a⌧ < 0.0046 at 68% CL. This surpasses 15
year old lepton collider precision by a factor of three while opening novel avenues to new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Precision measurements of electromagnetic couplings
are foundational tests of quantum electrodynamics
(QED) and powerful probes of beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) physics. The electron anomalous mag-
netic moment ae = 1

2 (ge �2) is among the most precisely
known quantities in nature [1–5]. The muon counterpart
aµ is measured to 10�7 precision [6] and reports a 3� 4�

tension from SM predictions [7, 8]. This may indicate
new physics [9–12], to be clarified at Fermilab [13] and
J–PARC [14]. Measuring a` generically tests lepton com-
positeness [15], while supersymmetry at energy scales MS

induces radiative corrections �a` ⇠ m
2
`/M

2
S for leptons

with mass m` [9]. Thus the tau ⌧ can be m
2
⌧/m

2
µ ⇠ 280

times more sensitive to BSM physics than aµ.
However, a⌧ continues to evade measurement because

the short tau proper lifetime ⇠ 10�13 s precludes use
of spin precession methods [6]. The most precise single-
experiment measurement a

exp
⌧ is from DELPHI [16, 17]

at the Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP), but is re-
markably an order of magnitude away from the theoret-
ical central value a

pred
⌧, SM predicted to 10�5 precision [18]

a
exp
⌧ = �0.018 (17), a

pred
⌧, SM = 0.001 177 21 (5). (1)

The poor constraints on a⌧ present striking room for
BSM physics, especially given other lepton sector ten-
sions [19–26], and motivate new experimental strategies.

This Letter proposes a suite of analyses to probe a⌧

using heavy ion beams at the LHC. We leverage ultrape-
ripheral collisions (UPC) where only the electromagnetic
fields surrounding lead (Pb) ions interact. Tau pairs are
produced from photon fusion PbPb ! Pb(�� ! ⌧⌧)Pb,
illustrated in Fig. 1, whose sensitivity to a⌧ was sug-
gested in 1991 [27]. We introduce the strategy crucial
for experimental realization and importantly show that
the currently recorded dataset could already surpass LEP
precision. The LHC cross-section enjoys a Z

4 enhance-
ment (Z = 82 for Pb), with over one million �� ! ⌧⌧

events produced to date. Existing proposals using lep-
ton beams require future datasets (Belle-II) or proposed
facilities (CLIC, LHeC) [28–34], while LHC studies fo-
cus on high luminosity proton beams [35–40]. No LHC
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FIG. 1. Pair production of tau leptons ⌧ from ultraperipheral
lead ion (Pb) collisions in two of the most common decay
modes: ⇡

±
⇡

0
⌫⌧ and `⌫`⌫⌧ . New physics can modify tau–

photon couplings a↵ecting the magnetic moment by �a⌧ .

analysis of �� ! ⌧⌧ exists as the taus have insu�cient
momentum for ATLAS/CMS to record or reconstruct.

Our proposal overcomes these obstructions in the clean
UPC events [41], enabling selection of individual tracks
from tau decays with no other detector activity akin to
LEP [16]. We exploit recent advances in low momentum
electron/muon identification [42–44] to suppress hadronic
backgrounds. We then present a shape analysis sensitive
to interfering SM and BSM amplitudes to enhance a⌧

constraints. Our strategy also probes tau electric dipole
moments d⌧ induced by charge–parity (CP) violating new
physics. This opens key new directions in the heavy ion
program amid reviving interest in photon collisions [45–
47] for light-by-light scattering [48–51], standard candle
processes [52–56], and BSM dynamics [57–67].

II. EFFECTIVE THEORY & PHOTON FLUX

The anomalous ⌧ magnetic moment a⌧ = (g⌧ � 2)/2 is
defined by the spin–magnetic Hamiltonian �µ⌧ · B =
�(g⌧e/2m⌧ )S · B. In the Lagrangian formulation of
QED, electromagnetic moments arise from the spinor
tensor �

µ⌫ = i[�µ
, �

⌫ ]/2 structure of the fermion current
interacting with the photon field strength Fµ⌫

L = 1
2 ⌧̄L�

µ⌫
⇣
a⌧

e
2m⌧

� id⌧�5

⌘
⌧RFµ⌫ . (2)
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LbyL scattering

1

1 Introduction
Elastic light-by-light (LbL) scattering, gg ! gg, is a pure quantum mechanical process that
proceeds, at leading order in the quantum electrodynamics (QED) coupling a, via virtual box
diagrams containing charged particles (Fig. 1, left). In the standard model (SM), the box di-
agram involves contributions from charged fermions (leptons and quarks) and the W± bo-
son. Although LbL scattering via an electron loop has been indirectly tested through the high-
precision measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron [1] and muon [2],
its direct observation in the laboratory remains elusive because of a very suppressed produc-
tion cross section proportional to a4 ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10�9. Out of the two closely-related processes—
photon scattering in the Coulomb field of a nucleus (Delbrück scattering) [3] and photon split-
ting in a strong magnetic field (“vacuum birefringence”) [4, 5]—only the former has been
clearly observed [6]. However, as demonstrated in Ref. [7], the LbL process can be experi-
mentally observed in ultraperipheral interactions of ions, with impact parameters larger than
twice the radius of the nuclei, exploiting the very large fluxes of quasireal photons emitted by
the nuclei accelerated at TeV energies [8]. Ions accelerated at high energies generate strong elec-
tromagnetic fields, which, in the equivalent photon approximation [9–11], can be considered
as g beams of virtuality Q

2 < 1/R
2, where R is the effective radius of the charge distribu-

tion. For lead (Pb) nuclei with radius R ⇡ 7 fm, the quasireal photon beams have virtuali-
ties Q

2 < 10�3 GeV2, but very large longitudinal energy (up to Eg = g/R ⇡ 80 GeV, where
g is the Lorentz relativistic factor), enabling the production of massive central systems with
very soft transverse momenta (pT . 0.1 GeV). Since each photon flux scales as the square of
the ion charge Z

2, gg scattering cross sections in PbPb collisions are enhanced by a factor of
Z

4 ' 5 ⇥ 107 compared to similar proton-proton or electron-positron interactions.

γ

γ

PbPb

Pb Pb Pb

Pb

Pb(*)

Pb(*)

Pb(*)

Pb(*) Pb(*)

Pb(*)

g

g

g

e+

e−

γ

γ

γ

γ

γ

γ

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of light-by-light scattering (gg ! gg, left), QED dielectron
(gg ! e+e�, centre), and central exclusive diphoton (gg ! gg, right) production in ultra-
peripheral PbPb collisions. The (⇤) superscript indicates a potential electromagnetic excitation
of the outgoing ions.

Many final states have been measured in photon-photon interactions in ultraperipheral colli-
sions of proton and/or lead beams at the CERN LHC, including gg ! e+e� [12–21], gg !
W+W� [22–24], and first evidence of gg ! gg reported by the ATLAS experiment [25] with a
signal significance of 4.4 standard deviations (3.8 standard deviations expected). The final-state
signature of interest in this analysis is the exclusive production of two photons, PbPb ! gg !
Pb(⇤)ggPb(⇤), where the diphoton final state is measured in the otherwise empty central part
of the detector, and the outgoing Pb ions (with a potential electromagnetic excitation denoted
by the (⇤) superscript) survive the interaction and escape undetected at very low q angles with
respect to the beam direction (Fig. 1, left). The dominant backgrounds are the QED production

C. Baldenegro et al, JHEP 06 
(2018) 131, S. Knapen et al, 
PRL 118 (2017) 17, 171801, D. 
d’Enterria, G. da Silveira, PRL 
116 (2016) 12 

• Two flagship analyses - anomalous magnetic moment of the tau lepton and 
light-by-light scattering:

★ Tightest yet constraints on tau g-2.

ATLAS, arXiv: 2204.13478 (accepted PRL)

ATLAS, Nature Phys. 13 (2017) 9, 852-858

★ First ever observation of this!
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Figure 8: Measured di�erential fiducial cross sections of WW ! WW production in Pb+Pb collisions at
p
BNN = 5.02 TeV

for four observables (from left to right and top to bottom): diphoton invariant mass, diphoton absolute rapidity,
average photon transverse momentum and diphoton | cos(\⇤) |. The measured cross-section values are shown as
points with error bars giving the statistical uncertainty and grey bands indicating the size of the total uncertainty. The
results are compared with the prediction from the SuperChic v3.0 MC generator (solid line) with bands denoting the
theoretical uncertainty.

shape of | cos(\⇤) | distribution. The <WW di�erential fiducial distribution is measured up to <WW = 30 GeV.
For <WW > 30 GeV, no events are observed in data versus a total expectation of 0.8 events.

The cross sections for all distributions shown in this paper, including normalised di�erential fiducial cross
sections, are available in HepData [62].

8.4 Search for ALP production

Any particle coupling directly to photons could be produced in an B-channel process in photon–photon
collisions, leading to a resonance peak in the invariant mass spectrum. One popular candidate for producing
a narrow diphoton resonance is an axion-like particle (ALP) [12]. The measured diphoton invariant mass
spectrum, as shown in Figure 7, is used to search for WW ! 0 ! WW process, where 0 denotes the ALP.

19

ATLAS, JHEP 03 (2021) 243 0.1− 0.05− 0 0.05 0.1
τa

OPAL 1998

L3 1998

DELPHI 2004

1T-SRµ

3T-SRµ

e-SRµ

Combined

Expected

ATLAS
-1=5.02 TeV, 1.44 nbNNsPb+Pb 

Best-fit value
68% CL
95% CL

Best-fit value
68% CL
95% CL

Figure 2: Measurements of 0g from fits to individual signal regions (including the dimuon control region), and from
the combined fit. These are compared with existing measurements from the OPAL [29], L3 [30] and DELPHI [27]
experiments at LEP. A point denotes the best-fit 0g value for each measurement if available, while thick black (thin
magenta) lines show 68% CL (95% CL) intervals. The expected interval from the ATLAS combined fit is also shown.

The best-fit value of 0g is 0g = �0.041, with the corresponding 68% CL and 95% CL intervals being
(�0.050, �0.029) and (�0.057, 0.024), respectively. The higher-than-expected observed yields lead to the
highly asymmetric 95% CL interval. This arises from the nearly quadratic signal cross-section dependence
on 0g , caused by the interference of the SM and BSM amplitudes [29, 30, 46]. The expected 95% CL interval
is �0.039 < 0g < 0.020. The impact of systematic uncertainties on the final results is small relative to
statistical uncertainties. Figure 2 shows the 0g measurement alongside previous results obtained at LEP. The
precision of this measurement is similar to the most precise single-experiment measurement by the DELPHI
Collaboration.

In summary, g-lepton pair production in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions, Pb+Pb ! Pb(WW ! gg)Pb, is
observed by ATLAS with a significance exceeding 5f in 1.44 nb�1 of

p
BNN = 5.02 TeV data at the LHC.

The observed event yield is compatible with that expected from the SM prediction within uncertainties.
The events are used to set constraints on the g-lepton anomalous magnetic moment, corresponding to
�0.057 < 0g < 0.024 at 95% CL. The measurement precision is limited by statistical uncertainties. This
result introduces the use of hadron-collider data to test electromagnetic properties of the g-lepton, and the
results are competitive with existing lepton-collider constraints.
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• A priori very minimal, however devil 
in detail, in particular as aim is for 
precision tests…

Role of QCD?
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LHL el al., SciPost Phys. 11 (2021) 064

• Even for UPCs impact of QCD interactions between ions is small but far from 
negligible, and impacts on distributions. Focus of much recent theoretical 
progress.
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• As with pp purely elastic collisions not the only case of interest.  

★ Ions can dissociate: additional boosted 
neutron production measured by ATLAS/
CMS Zero Degree Calorimeters detectors.
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Figure 5: As in Fig. 4 but now shown as a function of the dimuon rapidity, and for di↵erent dimuon invariant

mass regions.

Fig. 6 we show the 0n0n, 0nXn and XnXn fractions as a function of the dielectron invariant
mass, for di↵erent dielectron rapidity regions. As data for the three cases are provided by
ATLAS, we present comparisons for all of these, however as noted above only two of the three
are independent, i.e. the sum in any given bin is by construction unity. We note that the event
selection, given in the figure captions, is rather similar between this and the muon measurement,
with in this case somewhat lower invariant masses being probed. The same overall trend as
predicted above is again seen with respect to the pair invariant mass, mee, i.e. for the 0nXn
and XnXn fractions to increase, and the 0n0n to decrease, as mee increases. This is again
clearly observed in the data, and in general the level of agreement between data and theory is
good. The most visible di↵erences are in the forward rapidity, 1.8 < |yee| < 2.4, bin, both at low
and high masses. In the high mass bin, however, the data errors are rather large and certainly
the rather extreme suppression in the 0n0n case is not seen in the other rapidity bins.

Looking more closely, we can see that there is again a general trend to overshoot the 0nXn,
XnXn data, and undershoot the 0n0n data, as there was in the dimuon data. Given, as
discussed in Section 2.3, there is a reasonable theoretical uncertainty in the predicted �A ! A⇤

cross section, it is interesting to investigate how much lower the input cross section would need
to be in order to better match the data. Before doing so, we note that the second invariant mass
bin, 10 < mee < 20 GeV, in the dielectron measurement covers the same region as the lowest
invariant mass bin in the dimuon measurement, see Figs. 4 and 5, and for the same dilepton
rapidity region; the only di↵erence from the point of view of the kinematic cuts is the tighter
p? cut in the dimuon case. We would therefore expect rather similar fractions f in both cases,
and indeed that is true to very good approximation in the theoretical predictions. In terms of
the data, on the other hand, the 0nXn and XnXn fractions are rather higher in the dimuon
case, at the ⇠ 2� level. In Fig. 7 we therefore show comparisons to both the dielectron and
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G. Aad et al., Phys. Rev. C 104, 
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★ Different neutron multiplicities have 
different impact parameter profiles         
modifies central kinematics.
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★ Recent study: predicted rather 
well in        production.

★ Possibilities BSM? Different 
handle for e.g. EFT analyses…
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• Already many LHC CEP measurements, but still in foothills of data 
taking.

• During Run 3 both ATLAS and CMS continuing to take semi-exclusive 
pp data with and without tagged protons.

• Work towards HL-LHC running at CMS (and ATLAS) underway, with 
new taggers being proposed.

• Similarly in AA collisions, much new data to come, with ALICE and LHCb 
entering the game.
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Thank you for listening!

Looking to the future

• However many of these searches rely on precise theoretical 
understanding of underlying production process.

• Much progress has been made here, but much more still to do…

• And of course new channels out there to explore! Much physics to come.



Backup
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• A MC event generator for CEP 
processes. Common platform for:

‣ QCD-induced CEP.

‣ Photoproduction.

‣ Photon-photon induced CEP.

• For pp, pA and AA collisions.  Weighted/unweighted events (LHE, 
HEPMC) available- can interface to Pythia/HERWIG etc as required.

SuperChic 4 - MC Implementation

https://superchic.hepforge.org
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• N.B.: discussion here 
will follow the theory 
implementation of the SC4 
MC. 



Glueballs
• A well-known feature of QCD - it is non-abelian      gluon self-interactions. 
As a direct consequence of this, in addition to      mesons, expect      bound 
states     ‘glueballs’.

)
qq gg

!
• Range of states predicted on lattice, but experimentally elusive.

• CEP in principle very promising channel to investigate this:

‣ Production enhanced in glue-rich environment.

‣ Decays to            (i.e.                           ) with equal 
amplitudes. Can map out decays in low pile up CEP runs.

u, d, s ⇡⇡,KK, ⇢⇢...

3

a)

qq̄
P

P

G

P

P

b)

G

P

P

c)

FIG. 1: Diagrammatic representation of the e↵ective couplings h1 (a), h2 (b), and h3 (c).

improbable for several reasons: (i) even accepting
a Feynman-diagram picture of these strong interac-
tions, the gluons may land on di↵erent quark lines,2

(ii) even accepting the chiral suppression, we know
that chiral symmetry is broken by confinement it-
self, leading to constituent quark masses, (iii) al-
ternate calculations based on perturbative QCD
(equally out of their domain of application as chiral
perturbation) suggest instead the decay constants
f⇡, fK , etc., as suppression [17, 37], and (iv) com-
pletely di↵erent arguments would use the overlap of
wave functions at the origin as a factor governing
the flavour nonuniversality.3

(Note also that the chiral suppression argument of
the coupling of quarks to two gluons does not apply
to the case of pseudoscalars through the quantum
anomaly.) We thus leave the extent of the suppres-
sion (if any) free for now, and introduce di↵erent
couplings for the PP states to take the chiral de-
pendence into account, following again Ref. [17]:

h2 G tr [PP ] ! G
⇥
h2,⇡

�
(⇡0)2 + 2⇡+⇡��

+ 2h2,K

�
K0K̄0 +K+K��

+h2,0(⌘0)
2 + h2,8(⌘8)

2
⇤
.

(8)

• h3 (Fig. 1 c) describes the G⌘0⌘0 coupling that
can be associated with the anomaly [30, 31] and
is of particular interest to our study of ⌘⌘0 final
states. (In Ref. [39] this is taken one step fur-
ther and promoted to a glueball–glueball–glueball
coupling followed by a mixing of ⌘ and ⌘0 with
the 0�+ glueball [40].) The full coupling is H �

(h2,0 + 3h3)G(⌘0)2, but we will fix h2,0 instead of
fitting it, so h3 is indeed a free parameter for us.

• Couplings tr [XF ] tr [PP ], tr [XFP ] tr [P ], and
tr [XF ] tr [P ] tr [P ] would correspond to OZI-
suppressed diagrams (see Ref. [41]) and are ne-
glected here as usual.

• The free mixing matrix U of Eq. (7) describes in
itself SU(3)f violation coming from the nondiago-

2 Meaning �(gg ! qq̄) / mq is in any case only one possible
subprocess.

3 In Ref. [38], a coupling of the form M2
PP 2G is motivated within

the Witten–Sakai–Sugimoto model for the singlet pseudoscalar
⌘0 and subsequently extended to all P .

nal mass matrix of the qq̄ and G states. We will
not assume a structure in this mass matrix (see
e.g. Refs. [42, 43]) but rather determine U directly
from the f0 decays, keeping the mass eigenvalues
and widths fixed to their PDG values (Tab. I).

A. ⌘–⌘0 mixing

Most studies of f0 decays assume the ⌘–⌘0 system
(Tab. I) to be an orthogonal transformation of the
SU(3)f states,

✓
⌘
⌘0

◆
=

✓
cos ✓P � sin ✓P
sin ✓P cos ✓P

◆✓
⌘8
⌘0

◆
, (9)

with flavour eigenstates ⌘0 = (uū + dd̄ + ss̄)/
p
3, ⌘8 =

(uū+ dd̄� 2ss̄)/
p
6, and mixing angle ✓P = �11.4� [25]

(see also Ref. [44]).
It has been shown that this approach is a little too

näıve, because the large hierarchy m⌘ ⌧ m⌘0 , together
with renormalization e↵ects, complicate matters [45–47].
In e↵ect, one should rather use a general (invertible)
transformation matrix, which has four real parameters,

✓
⌘
⌘0

◆
=

1

F

✓
F8 cos ✓8 �F0 sin ✓0
F8 sin ✓8 F0 cos ✓0

◆✓
⌘8
⌘0

◆
, (10)

and is called the two-mixing-angle scheme.4 (It reduces
to the one-angle scheme in the limit F0 = F8 = F ,
✓0 = ✓8 = ✓P .) Here, F = 92.2MeV is a normalization
constant, and a fit gives [48]

F8/F = 1.26± 0.04 , ✓8 = (�21.2± 1.6)�, (11)

F0/F = 1.17± 0.03 , ✓0 = (�9.2± 1.7)�. (12)

(Other methods of determining these parameters give
similar values; see e.g. Refs [49–52].)

Since this two-angle scheme is rather successful and
stable in describing ⌘–⌘0 data, we will keep the above
parameters fixed to the best-fit values. For a0(1450), we

4 Using the quark basis ⌘q,s instead of the flavor basis ⌘8,0 in the
two-angle scheme leads to two mixing angles ✓q,s that are acci-
dentally close to each other, allowing (at current precision) for
a one-angle description ✓q = ✓s. Since this is obviously a basis-
dependent e↵ect, we will keep the two-angle formalism here.

• Few key expectations help us identify glueballs:

qq

‣ Production enhanced in glue-rich environment.

! CEP natural channel.

‣ No available      interpretation for         + mass.

! Spin-parity selection of CEP ( + partial 
wave analysis for clean final state).

JPC

‣ Decays to            (i.e.                       ) with equal amplitudes*. 
Very different from expectations for a       state.

! Map out branchings in CEP. For many 
candidates these are not well known.

-

6

-

6
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Figure 1: SU(3)flavor nonet of the lightest pseudoscalar mesons (JPC = 0�+). The light u, d and s quarks
and their corresponding antiquarks ū, d̄ and s̄ form the basis for 9 = 3 ⌦ 3 mesons. These are the
illustrated octet (left) and the ⌘1 singlet (right).

we find the following quantum numbers are allowed:

0�+
, 0++

, 1��, 1+�
, 1��, 2��, 2�+

, 2++
, 3��, 3+�

, 3��, · · · (1)

and looking carefully at these, we find that there is a sequence of J
PC ’s which are not allowed for a

simple qq̄ system:
0��, 0+�

, 1�+
, 2+�

, 3�+
, · · · (2)

These latter quantum numbers are known as explicitly exotic quantum numbers and, if observed, would
correspond to something beyond the simple qq̄ states of the quark model.

If we consider only the three lightest quarks, u, d and s, then we can form nine qq̄ combinations,
all of which can have the same S, L and J . We can represent these in spectroscopic notation, 2S+1

LJ ,
or as states of total spin, parity and for the neutral states, charge conjugation: J

PC . Naively, these
qq̄ combinations would simply be a quark and an antiquark. However, those states consisting of the
same quark and antiquark (uū, dd̄ and ss̄) are rotated into three other states based on isospin and
SU(3) symmetries. The combinations shown in equation 3 correspond the the non-zero isospin states,
while those in equation 4 correspond to a pair of isospin zero states. The latter two states are also
mixed by SU(3) to yield a singlet (| 1 i) and an octet (| 8 i) state:

(ds̄) (us̄)
(dū) 1p

2
(dd̄� uū) (ud̄)

(sd̄) (sū)
(3)

| 8 i = 1p
6
(uū + dd̄� 2ss̄) | 1 i = 1p

3
(uū + dd̄ + ss̄) (4)

The nominal mapping of these states onto the familiar pseudoscalar mesons is shown in Fig. 1.
However, because SU(3) is broken, the two I = 0 mesons in a given nonet are usually admixtures of
the singlet ( | 1 i = 1p

3

�
uū + dd̄ + ss̄

�
) and octet ( | 8 i = 1p

6

�
uū + dd̄� 2ss̄

�
) states. In nature, the

physical states (f and f
0 ) are mixtures, where the degree of mixing is given by an angle ✓:

f = cos ✓ | 1 i+ sin ✓ | 8 i (5)

f
0 = cos ✓ | 8 i � sin ✓ | 1 i . (6)

For the vector mesons, ! and �, one state is nearly pure light-quark (nn̄) and the other is nearly
pure ss̄. This is known as ideal mixing and occurs when tan ✓ = 1/

p
2 (✓ = 35.3�). In Table 1 is listed

4

• CEP (ALFA + special runs) can greatly resolve this unsolved issue. 
Possibility of glueball observation among existing candidates.

u, d, s

*Up to (understood) 
phase space effects

⇡⇡,KK, ⇢⇢...

qq
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• CEP can greatly resolve this unsolved issue. Possibility of glueball observation 
among existing theoretical candidates.
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CEP Instanton production
• Instantons: tunnelling between different QCD vacuum configurations. 
Predicted from non-trivial vacuum structure of (non-Abelian) QCD.

• Violate (B+L) and chirality in QCD.

• Typical signature at LHC: gluon-initiated production of multi-parton final 
state, produced uniformly at an undetermined scale            :

2 Instanton Cross-section Calculation

2.1 QCD instanton preliminaries

Instanton [8] is the solution of the classical equations of motion in Euclidean spacetime;
for QCD the instanton field configuration involves the gluon component Ainst

µ as well as
the fermion components – the fermion zero modes  (0). The QCD instanton of topological
charge Q = 1 has two fermion zero modes for each of the f = 1, . . . , Nf light quark flavours;
they correspond to the Weyl fermions q̄Lf and qRf . Light flavours are those that can be
resolved by the instanton of size ⇢, that is with their masses mf  1/⇢.2 In our notation
the chiral fermions q̄L and qR belong to the same irreducible representation of the Lorentz
group, while the opposite chirality fermions qL and q̄R belong to the other irreducible
representation. Fermion mass terms are of the form m q̄LqR + h.c.

We will consider the instanton-dominated QCD process with two gluons in the initial
state,

g + g ! ng ⇥ g +

NfX

f=1

(qRf + q̄Lf ) . (2.1)

Note that the number of gluons ng in the final state is not fixed and can become large
even for the leading-order instanton effect (i.e. at leading order in instanton perturbation
theory). On the other hand, the fermionic content of the reaction (2.1) is fixed. The process
(2.1) is written for the instanton of topological charge Q = 1, and as the result it contains
precisely one right-handed quark and one anti-particle of the left-handed quark for each
light flavour in the final state. No fermions of opposite chirality, i.e. no left-handed quarks
and anti-right-handed quarks appear on the r.h.s. of (2.1); this being the consequence of
the fact that one-instanton fermion zero modes exist only for q̄L and qR, as dictated by
the Atyiah-Singer index theorem for the Dirac operator in the instanton background. This
fermion counting [4] is also in agreement with the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly.

There are precisely Nf of q̄LqR pairs. We will see that in the kinematic regime relevant
to our applications the condition ⇢�1 & mf restricts the number of flavours that are counted
as light to Nf = 4 and Nf = 5. The analogous to (2.1) process that is induced by an anti-
instanton configuration, is obtained by interchanging the right-handed and the left-handed
chirality labels of the fermions.

We can also have quark-initiated instanton processes; they are obtained from (2.1) by
inverting two of the outgoing fermion legs in the final state into incoming anti-fermions in
the initial state, giving for example,

uL + ūR ! ng ⇥ g +

Nf�1X

f=1

(qRf + q̄Lf ) , (2.2)

uL + dL ! ng ⇥ g + uR + dR +

Nf�2X

f=1

(qRf + q̄Lf ) . (2.3)

2The instanton size ⇢ will ultimately be set by the energy (or other relevant kinematical variables) of
the scattering process, as will become clear below.

– 5 –

• Inclusively very hard to distinguish from MPI and other BGs.

• CEP a natural channel to look for this (no MPI!). Focus of ongoing study. 
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Fig. 1 Instanton production in a diffractive process with an LRG. The Pomeron
exchange is shown by the thick doubled line. The red bar shows the range of η

considered in this paper. Y indicates the incoming proton position in rapidity. As
shown in the diagram secondaries will be produced also outside this range but they
will not be used when calculating ET or Nch.

and λ2 < λ1. Here pαi is the two-dimensional transverse component of the
momentum of the i-the particle and we sum over all particles observed in the
event within a given rapidity interval.

4 Search strategy

The search for instanton signal in the harsh environment of various back-
grounds consists of two steps. In the first step, we work at generator level,
examine several cut scenarios and select the one giving the best signal to back-
ground (S/B) ratio, which we then call a “golden scenario”. In the second step,
a fast simulation of the detector and pile-up effects is added, and their impact
on the S/B ratio for this golden scenario is investigated.

As reported in publications by ATLAS and CMS where forward proton
detectors AFP and CT-PPS, respectively, were used, the lowest ξ value reach-
able in Run 2 was 0.02 and a similar reach is expected for Run 3. Regions of
higher ξ may be contaminated by Reggeon contributions and ND events that
survive the ξ > 0.02 cut thanks to fluctuations in the hadronization process

• In CEP BGs and pile-up still a significant issue here. 
But promising results at low luminosity in single tag case. 

• Double tag more challenging - requires higher pile-up 
runs where BGs large.
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